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Disclaimer

 As with any physical activity, it is 
important that before beginning any 
fitness regimen, to consult with your 
healthcare professional to ensure that 
you are aware of your current health 
and any restrictions that are appro-
priate for you. You should  
immediately seek medical attention if 
there are any unanticipated changes 
to your physical condition at any time. 

No information contained in the 
e-book is intended to be used as 
medical advice and the e-book  
is not intended to be used to  
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any 
medical condition (including any 
mental health conditions) or for any 
therapeutic purposes. Before relying 
on the information in this e-book,  
you should carefully evaluate the  
accuracy and relevance of the  
information and obtain appropriate 
professional medical advice.

You must consult a qualified  
medical professional if you have any 
questions concerning your medical 
condition or injury.

All information in this e-book is  
provided in good faith. We derive our 
information from sources which we 
believe to be accurate and up to date 
as of the date of publication.  

We may update any information at 
any time. You acknowledge that the 
information in the e-book may not be 
the most current. In addition, to the 
extent permitted by law, we do not 
make any representations or  
warranties that any information  
we provide is reliable, accurate or 
complete, and we make no  
guarantees of any specific result 
from use of this e-book or the  
information services provided 
through it. To the extent permitted  
by law, we are not liable for any loss  
arising from any action taken or  
reliance by you on any information or 
material available in the e-book.

you must be at a moderate level 
of fitness to follow the exercise 
programs set out in this e-book. 
Persons with pre-existing medical 
conditions, in poor health, or those 
commencing a new fitness regimen 
should consult with an appropriate 
healthcare professional before  
beginning any of these programs.  
You are responsible to make 
your own inquiries and seek  
independent advice from a health-
care professional before acting on 
any information or material made 
available to you through this e-book. 
The information in this e-book may 
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Disclaimer

not be suitable to your particular  
circumstances and is not a substitute 
for obtaining specific advice from a 
qualified healthcare professional. For 
example, if you fall within one of the 
following classes of persons, then 
you should first consult a healthcare 
professional before following any 
exercise programs or using any of the 
information in this e-book:

1. pregnant women;

2. women who are breastfeeding;

3. persons with any ongoing  
physical condition proscribing  
exercise or physical activity:

4. persons suffering from cancer or 
other long-term illness;

5. persons with liver disease, kidney 
disease, or renal failure;

6. persons with eating disorders;

7. persons with diabetes, blood 
pressure or cholesterol issues;

8. elderly persons;

9. persons recovering from or  
recently recovered from illness  
or injury; and

10. persons with a low body  
mass index.

Additionally, this e-book is subject 
to copyright protection. It is sold to 
a single user only. Purchasers are 
not allowed to copy, distribute, share 
and/or transfer the product to any 
third party or person.

The information and material in  
this e-book is copyright,  ©2019  
Austin Lifestyle, LLC. No part of  
this e-book may in any form or by  
any electronic, mechanical,  
photocopying, recording, or any  
other means be reproduced,  
broadcast, sold or transmitted  
without the prior written permission 
of the publisher.
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After 35 years of being a health and fitness instructor,  
I have seen my share of health trends come and go.  
Decades ago I started a morning workout show on a local 
Los Angeles television station. Since then, I have grown 
my brand online with a website and an online workout  
plan called LifeFit 360, sold more than 25 million exer-
cise videos and DVDs, authored 12 books on fitness, and 
starred in the longest running fitness show in the history 
of television!

Today, I like to focus my positive outlook and can-do  
attitude as a means to be an inspirational  force and 
trusted resource for women who aspire to live an active,  
healthy, full lifestyle at any age. 

As I grow older, I have come to understand that aging can 
bring obstacles that are not present when we are younger. 
This e-book is one way for me to bring to you the ideas, 
instruction, and inspiration to live a healthy and happy life, 
which can lead to a lifetime of wellness from head to toe, 
inside and out.

So let’s embark on this journey together, to promote  
health and well-being as we age, keeping our bodies fit  
and flexible, our minds healthy and alert, and our outlook 
positive and inspirational!

About Denise

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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People often seem 
surprised when they  
discover my age  
(I celebrated my 61st  
birthday last year),  
which is always flattering.  
I guess it means I’m doing 
something right! 

After more than 35 years  
as a health and fitness  
professional, I have learned 
the secrets of staying young 
and vital. That’s why I’m 
sharing this e-book with  
you: I believe looking young,  
staying fit and feeling  
fabulous into - and well 
after - your 40s is some-
thing everyone can achieve! 
This e-book will provide an 
effective plan for helping you 
to age gracefully. Through 
exercise and a healthy  
lifestyle, you too can look 
as if you are glowing from 
within, bursting with energy, 
feeling positive, and looking 
toned, lean and healthy!
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The goal of this e-book is to help you develop positive 
habits that will last a lifetime. Through insight on fit-
ness, health, sleep, stress and more, I want you to start to 
set small, short-term goals. These will serve as stepping 
stones to your ultimate, long-term goals of healthy  
aging no matter what your age, no matter where you 
are in life. 

Fitness is vital to an overall healthy aging strategy, and  
this Stop The Clock Workout Plan e-book focuses on  
implementing a fitness plan into your lifestyle, to help you: 

 “Stop the Clock,” with exercises to trim and shape your 
over-40 body

 Lose those stubborn extra pounds... and NOT regain them

 Develop and stick with a cardio plan that will help to  
promote heart health 

 Make strength training exercises part of your lifestyle, for 
healthy, strong  muscles - so important as we age

 Incorporate a flexibility and balance plan so you can stay 
limber and nimble

And more! Change is good, but change can take time. So 
stay committed and your efforts will pay off, I promise. And 
don’t forget - we’re all unique, and what works for me may 
not work for you, so adapt as you need to. Every little bit of 
effort is better than no effort at all! 

And above all, take heart. We are a generation of smart,  
accomplished women. This is not about thinness - it’s 
about fitness and well-being.

Let’s get fitter, together - inside and out!
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About The Plan
Healthy living is essential for everyone, regardless of your 
age. Over my 35 years of fitness and health instruction, my 
goal has never been to promote thinness, but to promote 
overall health, a balanced lifestyle, and positivity.

To me, a healthy life is when you are confident, physically 
fit, full of energy, have a positive outlook, and experience 
an overall optimal state of well-being. 

This Stop The Clock Workout Plan e-book has been  
written for women over and around the age of 40, who 
want to live healthier, happier lives now and in the future. 
However, women of all ages can use this plan to help tone 
up, get fit, and promote better health, inside and out.  
Since we are all unique individuals with unique biological 
make-ups, results will vary from person to person.

This Stop The Clock e-book touches on the aspects of  
fitness that you need to stay physically healthy now and 
in the future, including cardiovascular workouts, strength 
training workouts, and flexibility and balance exercises. It 
also covers information and suggestions for exercises that 
can help as we get older, including those targeting the hips 
and back, and what I like to call “Anti-Gravity” exercises 
- the little extras that can help to prevent sagging and 
drooping. In addition, you will find information on health 
and wellness as we age, including sleep, stress, and age-
related health concerns for women. Plus - motivations to 
give you a positive spin on life!

Overview

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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In This E-Book You Will Find

What Can You Expect From This Plan?
No matter what level of fitness you are at currently, you 
will see results if you stick with this plan. Whether you add 
this to an existing workout plan, or start from scratch, 
your results will depend on how much you put into it. I am 
a firm believer that anything is better than nothing when 
it comes to exercise and fitness. The main focus is on a 
“Daily Doer” workout plan, with a beginner plan option for 
those with less fitness experience.  

Overview

A 4-wEEk workout plAn thAt includEs cArdio, strEnGth 
trAininG, And FlExibility And bAlAncE workouts

a trackinG loG so you can keeP your “eyes on the Prize”  
oF the Goal oF GettinG Fit anD healthy

my comPrehensive carDio walkinG ProGram with  
moDiFications to suit your neeDs

inFormation on how to Get starteD

stEp-by-stEp instructions For EAch oF thE ExErcisEs  
in the workouts

womEn’s hEAlth insiGht, And morE!

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Fitness is not the only aspect of healthy aging, which is 
why I have also included health and well-being insight in 
this e-book. Another pillar of a broader healthy aging plan 
is nutrition. My LifeFit 360 10-Week Whole Body Plan offers 
a customizable nutrition plan including recipes, healthy 
eating suggestions, shopping tips, healthy food swaps, 
and more.

Please visit DeniseAustin.com to learn more and start your 
free trial of my LifeFit 360 Plan today!

The Importance Of Exercise  
As We Age (Or At Any Age!)
Exercise is vital to overall healthy aging. Without physical 
activity, your body may age prematurely. Your bones  
may become brittle, putting you at risk of debilitating  
fractures. You’re more likely to feel stiff when you get up 
out of a chair, or to experience soreness in your hips and 
knees. Research shows that the majority of those aches 
and pains are actually the result of atrophy, not old age.

Furthermore, exercise is, without a doubt, the most  
effective way to battle those extra pounds that sneak up 
on us as we get older. Countless women have told me that 
they’ve tried a thousand diets and nothing seems to work. 
But there’s a simple reason that most diets fail, and it’s 
because dieting destroys your metabolism - period. And in 
order to lose weight, you need to kick your metabolism into 
high gear, not turn it off.

Overview

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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If you really want to lose those love handles and keep your 
youthful shape, you need to jump-start your metabolism. 
The exercises in this e-book will help you do just that.  
For any woman over 40, a pouchy tummy and flabby thighs 
aren’t inevitable. Through strength training and aerobics 
you can build the muscle and burn the fat necessary to 
keep your metabolism revved up and reclaim your waistline!

With the right exercises, you can tone your hips, thighs, 
tummy and other areas that have started to sag. A droopy 
rear end and jiggly upper arms aren’t your destiny - they’re 
simply the signs of underdeveloped muscles!

It’s now well-known that regular exercise can help stave 
off heart disease, stroke, diabetes, osteoporosis and 
certain types of cancer. According to a study from 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, about nine  
percent of premature mortality deaths each year are 
blamed on a lack of regular physical activity. This is why 
working out is so important: 

 Weight lifting does in fact improve cardiovascular 
health... 

 Strength training improves the body’s ability to regulate 
insulin levels, reducing the odds of getting diabetes -  
a major risk factor for heart disease... 

 Strength training also reduces cholesterol, especially 
the “bad” LDL cholesterol...

And on and on, including lowering the risk of stroke,  
promoting a longer life and more.

Overview

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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But best of all, being fit feels fantastic! Thanks to those 
beta-endorphins - the body’s natural pleasure chemicals 
- which kick in when you exercise. And working out can 
boost your self-esteem, as the more skill and stamina you 
develop, the better you’ll feel about yourself and all that 
life has to offer. 

This e-book is going to help you incorporate a healthy 
workout plan into your lifestyle, with a mix of cardio, 
strength training, and flexibility and balance exercises.  
All are necessary for healthy aging, so let’s do this together!

Overview

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Fitness after 40 is no different from fitness at 20... 
depending on what you’ve been doing with yourself.  
My Stop The Clock Workout Plan focuses on a “Daily Doer” 
schedule, and is intended for people who have already 
been exercising. If you are new to working out, I encour-
age you to start with the Beginner Plan on page 189, and 
work your way up. Regardless, you should consult your 
physician before starting if you have never exercised be-
fore; you’re overweight, a smoker, over age 60 and/or have 
a chronic health condition (cardiovascular disease, high 
blood pressure, osteoporosis, kidney disease, liver disease 
or arthritis). 

Here are five tips for getting started: 

1 start slowly If you’ve never exercised before  
or it’s been three months or more since your last  
workout, you’ll want to start with the Beginner Plan and 
ease your way in. Even die-hard aerobic exercisers who 
haven’t worked out in a while due to illness or other rea-
sons don’t automatically pick up where they left off. They 
start gradually. The Beginner program will offer more 
detail for those of you just starting out.  

2 always warm uP Before doing any type of exercise, 
I recommend doing a quick warm-up (about three to 
five minutes) to get your muscles ready for action. Any 
light activity such as walking or marching in place will 
increase the flow of blood and oxygen to your muscles, 
preparing them for the stress to come. Once your  
muscles are warm, lightly stretch the ones that you  
plan to use during your workout. This will help loosen  
up your muscles, so you’re less likely to strain yourself  
or develop injuries.

Getting Started

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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3 Dress aPProPriately Proper clothing and footwear 
are crucial for both comfort and safety reasons.  
Moisture-wicking workout wear or any loose, stretchy 
outfit will do. Try to avoid cotton, as it tends to get wet 
and heavy when you perspire. Ideally, you should wear 
shoes that are specifically designed for the activity 
you’ll be doing. A sturdy pair of cross-trainers will work 
for most activities. Your feet should feel comfy (with 
enough wiggle room around the toes) and have plenty of 
cushioning and support to help absorb any pounding to 
the joints. Also, if you’re prone to shin-splints, make sure 
your shoe has a good arch support.

4 hydrAtE, hydrAtE, hydrAtE While the  
average person should drink 8 to 10 glasses of water  
a day, your body will need even more to replace  
excess water lost during exercise. Aim to drink a big 
glass of water before and after each exercise session -  
or keep a bottle of water nearby and sip, sip, sip  
throughout your workout. It will help boost your  
energy and keep your muscles at peak performance.

5 brEAthE! Breathing is our energizing life force.  
Each breath fills our bodies with oxygen. Oxygen  
supplies necessary nutrients to every cell, giving us 
the energy to keep moving. Deep breathing can help  
us lengthen and stretch a muscle just a little bit further 
or walk another half mile. Breathing is essential to any 
exercise that we do. It’s also an easy, terrific way to  
energize your body or tackle a stressful moment  
(more about that later on in this e-book).

Getting Started

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Equipment
What I love most about my Stop The Clock Workout Plan is 
that you can do it almost anywhere: the gym, a hotel room, 
outdoors, or in the privacy of your own home. This makes 
it easy to follow no matter where you are.  Before you get 
started read the list below for some items you will need in 
order to complete these workouts.

Getting Started

a GooD Pair oF workout shoes

a water bottle

sturDy chair

wEiGht bEnch (optionAl)

hAnd wEiGhts: A sEt oF 3-, 5-, 8- And/or 12-pound wEiGhts 
(you cAn substitutE wAtEr bottlEs in A pinch)

yoGA mAt (or lArGE towEl iF no mAt is AvAilAblE)

booty bAnd (optionAl)

hanD towel

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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A Note For Beginners
It is important to note that the Stop The Clock Workout 
Plan is designed for people who already have a basic level 
of fitness. If you are an absolute beginner I recommend 
you follow the Beginner Plan on page 189, variations in my 
Cardio Walking Workout section, as well as the modifica-
tions throughout the Strength Training and Flexibility and 
Balance sections. Start slow and work your way up, and 
consider consulting your physician before you begin this 
workout plan.

Tracking Your Progress
One of the best ways to measure success and stay  
motivated is to track your workouts. I have provided a 
workout log at the end of this e-book for you to track the 
date, duration, activity and notes. Visit page 200 to see 
the Stop The Clock Workout Log.

Getting Started

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Stop The Clock 
Exercises

This section details the different workouts and exercises covered 
in my Stop The Clock “Daily Doer” workout plan. The first is a cardio walking 

workout, with three different levels of difficulty; you will be doing one 
version of these four times per week for the next four weeks.  

Each cardio session is 30 minutes long.

It also includes three strength training workouts, focusing on your upper 
body, lower body and abs/lower back. You will perform each of these sets of 
exercises three times per week for the next four weeks, on alternate days of 
your Cardio Workouts. Each strength training session is 20-30 minutes long, 

depending on how many reps you do.

This plan also includes Flexibility and balance Exercises, using yoga and 
Pilates moves. You should complete these moves on the same days 

as your Strength Training, and expect to spend anywhere from 
10-20 minutes completing them. Feel free to make these exercises 

part of your daily routine, as they are a wonderful way to 
start the day or wind down the evening 

regardless of what day you are on.

Let’s get started and 
Stop The Clock!
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Cardio Walking Workouts
when: EvEry mondAy, wEdnEsdAy, FridAy And sundAy 
lenGth: 30 minutes
what you neeD: walkinG shoes    water bottle    Fitness  
trAckEr (optionAl)

Cardio Walking Workout

Workout 1

basic walkinG 
workout

Warmup: 
5 minutes

Workout: 
20 minutes

Cool down: 
5 minutes

Workout 2

challenGe walkinG 
workout

Warmup: 
5 minutes

Workout: 
20 minutes

Cool down: 
5 minutes

Workout 3

intErvAl/hill 
walkinG workout

Warmup: 
5 minutes

Workout: 
20 minutes

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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One of our biggest obstacles to regular exercise is time - 
our busy schedules always seem to get in the way. That’s 
just one of the reasons why my Walking Workout is a great 
way  to get your cardiovascular fitness in: Walking is a  
heart healthy workout that you can really tailor to your 
schedule. All you need is a good pair of shoes and socks, 
so you can walk your way to better health and a healthier 
body practically anytime, anywhere! I love to walk - it’s 
such a great way to work out!

No matter what your age or physical condition, walking is 
an ideal way to maintain your youthful shape. To lose one 
pound of body fat, you need to burn approximately 3,500 
calories. When you walk at a brisk pace, you burn about 
four calories per minute - or about 120 calories in half an 
hour. Go for a brisk 30-minute walk every day and you’ll 
burn about 43,800 calories in a year. If your eating hab-
its remain the same, you’ll drop about 12.5 pounds in 12 
months. Cut your calories, too, and you’ll lose even more.

Cardio Walking Workout

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Cardio Walking Workout

How Many Calories Can You Burn in  
30 Minutes?*

*Figures are estimates based on a 135-pound person, courtesy of the  
Cooper Institute for Aerobics Research.

wAlk slowly (2.0 to 2.5 mph) on A FlAt surFAcE 
burn About 90 cAloriEs (3 cAloriEs/minutE)

vEry, vEry brisk pAcE (4.5 mph ) on A FlAt surFAcE 
burn About 135 cAloriEs (4.5 cAloriEs/minutE)

slow to modErAtE pAcE (3.0 mph) on A FlAt surFAcE 
burn About 105 cAloriEs (3.5 cAloriEs/minutE)

wAlk uphill At A brisk pAcE (3.5 mph) 
burn About 180 cAloriEs (6 cAloriEs/minutE)

brisk to vEry brisk pAcE (3.5 to 4 mph) on A FlAt surFAcE 
burn About 120 cAloriEs (4 cAloriEs/minutE)

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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With this Cardio Walking Workout Plan, you’ll be strength-
ening your heart and lungs while you burn serious calories. 
You’ll develop those metabolism-boosting muscles and 
firm up your lower body. 

Over the next four weeks you’ll be doing three different 
types of Cardio Walking Workouts: Basic, Challenge and 
Interval/Hill. Each week the program will get a little more 
difficult. As your heart, your lungs and your legs build 
strength and endurance, you’ll pick up your pace to burn 
maximum calories and challenge your body.

Each Cardio Walking Workout takes 30 minutes, and you 
will need proper footwear, a water bottle, and clothing to 
protect against the elements if you plan to walk outside. 
A fitness tracker is optional, but can help you gauge your 
pace and track your time.

Beginner Tip
If you’re a beginner or extremely out of shape, you’ll  
need to work up to 30 minutes, four times per week. Start 
by doing about 10 minutes a day three to four times per 
week. During Week 2 increase your time to 15 minutes per 
workout. By Week 3 you should be up to 20 minutes per 
workout, and Week 4 at 25 minutes. I’ve provided beginner 
options along with each walking workout.

Cardio Walking Workout

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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If time is tight, you can break your workouts down  
into 10-minute quickies. But remember: Your ultimate goal 
is to do 30 minutes of continuous aerobic activity. That’s 
the best insurance policy for your heart. If you enjoy the 
walking, feel free to add 5 or 10 minutes (or even more) to 
your walks. With every extra minute, you’ll be turning back 
the clock!

All three of my Cardio Walking Workouts can be done either 
outside or on a treadmill. Remember: Bad weather isn’t an 
excuse to skip a workout. Fat cells and heart attacks don’t 
take crummy weather into consideration! If you don’t have 
access to a treadmill, you can power-walk at a shopping 
mall on rainy days. 

Cardio Walking Workout

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Cardio Walking Workout

Walking Form Fundamentals

FEEt should bE hip-width ApArt, toEs pointEd ForwArd.

with EAch stEp, plAnt your hEEl And roll throuGh to thE 
bAll oF your Foot, thEn push oFF with your toEs.

squeeze your buttocks as iF you were  
tryinG to holD a Dime between them.

wAlk tAll, kEEpinG your hEAd And chEst up, shouldErs  
back anD abDominals tiGht; Don’t arch your back.

PumP your arms.

inhale anD exhale DeePly anD rhythmically.

bEnd your Arms At A 90-dEGrEE AnGlE, kEEpinG your  
elbows in.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
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3 Levels of Cardio Walking Workouts:  
Basic, Challenge and Interval
 

thE wArm-up (5 minutEs) Start by walking for 5 minutes 
at an easy, relaxed pace (about 2.5 to 3.2 mph) to warm up 
your muscles and loosen up your joints. This is the time to 
get your form and your posture down. (See Form  
Fundamentals on page 27).

thE workout (20 minutEs) Now that your muscles are 
warm, it’s time to pick up the pace. Begin walking at a 
moderate to brisk pace - if you’re on a treadmill, about 3.2 
to 3.7 mph. Your stride should be comfortable. Pump your 
arms to get the blood flowing and your heart rate up.  
Continue at this pace for 20 minutes.

thE cool-down (5 minutEs) Finish with 5 minutes of 
easy walking (about 2.5 to 3.2 mph) to let your body return 
to its normal temperature.

Cardio Walking Workout

basic workout

beGinner oPtion If you’re just starting out, modify this workout as follows: Begin with a 3-minute 
easy warm-up (about 2.5 to 3.2 mph), 6 minutes of moderate to brisk walking (about 3.2 to 3.7 mph), and 
a 2-minute easy cool-down (2.5 to 3.2 mph). After one week or as soon as you feel ready, extend the 
length of your workout by doing a 3-minute easy warm-up, 10 minutes of moderate to brisk walking, and 
a 2-minute easy cool-down. Keep increasing your time when you are ready, and before long you’ll be up 
to the full 30 minutes. You know your own body, so go at a pace that works for you!

treaDmill oPtion Follow the above workout, but work carefully to maintain proper form. If you are 
unsteady, hold on with one hand and pump your other arm, changing arms every two minutes.

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 1
PaGe 185

Week 2
PaGe 186

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

Go back

Go back

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Cardio Walking Workout

thE wArm-up (5 minutEs) Start by walking for 5 minutes 
at an easy to moderate pace (2.7 to 3.5 mph) to warm up 
your muscles and loosen your joints.

thE workout (20 minutEs) When you’ve finished the 
warm-up, pick up the pace and start moving. You should 
be walking at a very brisk pace (about 3.5 to 4.5 mph).  
If you feel up to it, you may even want to try a slow jog.  
Either way, keep those arms pumping and don’t be afraid 
to work up a sweat. Remember: This workout should be  
difficult enough that you feel challenged but not so  
difficult that you can’t maintain your pace for the next 20 
minutes. Your breathing should get heavier but you should 
still be able to engage in conversation. Never sacrifice 
form for speed - if you have to, move a little slower to keep 
proper form.

thE cool-down (5 minutEs) Return to an easy to  
moderate pace (2.7 to 3.5 mph) for your 5-minute cool-
down. Allow your body to readjust, focus on your breathing 
and enjoy the euphoria of a great workout. Way to go!

challenGe workout

beGinner oPtion Maybe the Basic Workout isn’t quite challenging enough but the Challenge  
Workout is too much. Try this variation to get you started: Warm up for 5 minutes at an easy pace (2.7 to 
3.2 mph), then walk for 5 minutes at a moderate pace (3.2 to 3.5 mph). For the next 10 minutes, kick it 
into high gear (3.5 to 4.2 mph or a light jog). Return to a moderate pace for 5 minutes (3.2 to 3.5 mph) 
before cooling down for 5 minutes at an easy pace (2.7 to 3.2 mph). If you can’t sustain 10 fast minutes, 
then try varying your speed: 1 minute at a moderate pace followed by 1 minute at a fast pace. Continue 
alternating for 10 minutes.

treaDmill oPtion Instead of just speeding up, raise the incline on your treadmill. Try a 2- to 4- 
percent incline. For maximum calorie burn, pump with both arms. Studies have shown that women who 
had treadmills in their home and walked several times a day for short periods tended to lose weight and 
keep it off. Consider investing in a treadmill if weight loss is a goal for you. 

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 2
PaGe 186

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

Go back
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Cardio Walking Workout

thE wArm-up (5 minutEs) Start by walking for 5 minutes 
at an easy to moderate pace (2.7 to 3.5 mph) to warm up 
your muscles and loosen your joints.

thE workout (20 minutEs) This is my favorite - it really 
revs up your metabolism! For the next 20 minutes you’re  
going to alternate spurts of higher-intensity walking 
(“work”) and lower-intensity walking (“rest”). You’ll be  
timing yourself, so make sure you have a watch if you’re 
walking outside. Start by doing 2 minutes of very brisk  
walking (about 3.5 to 4.5 mph) or jogging. Your goal is to get 
your heart rate up - you should be breathing hard enough 
that holding a conversation would be difficult. After 2  
minutes slow down to an easy walk (about 2.7 to 3.5 mph); 
continue at this pace for 2 minutes, so you can catch your 
breath and lower your heart rate. Continue doing 2 minutes 
of very brisk walking followed by 2 minutes of easy walking 
until your 20 minutes is up. As you get more fit, you can vary 
the length of your intervals to increase the challenge - for 
instance, you can extend the high intensity “work” portion 
of your interval to 3 or 4 minutes. Or you can reduce the 
lower-intensity “rest” interval to 1 minute.

interval workout

beGinner oPtion Do 1 minute of high-intensity walking (“work”) and 1 or 2 minutes of easy walking 
(“rest”). As you get in better shape, gradually lengthen the work portion of your intervals. 

treaDmill oPtion Another way to increase the intensity of your workout is to raise the incline on  
your treadmill. During your warm-up and low-intensity “rest” intervals, keep the treadmill flat or at a 
1-percent incline. During your high-intensity”work” intervals, raise it to anywhere from a 3- to a 12- 
percent incline. You may have to walk at a slower speed, but as long as your heart rate is elevated, you’re 
in business. Continue raising and lowering the incline on the treadmill every 2 minutes for the entire 
20-minute workout. This “hill” training is also great for toning the backs of your legs and buttocks.

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Cardio Walking 
Challenge Change-Up
Experiment with different strides to add a challenging change to 

your workout:

lonGer striDes 
Works the buttocks and the hips while stretching the calf muscles.

shorter striDes 
Taking smaller, shorter steps allows you to move more quickly, so you can get 

your heart rate up higher. Like a race walker, try to get your powerful hips 
involved - and really pump those arms!

uPhill 
Great for the backs of the legs and butt, as you use more muscle 

to climb.

Downhill 
Equally effective, as you use your quads 

to control your body and fight the 
downward gravitational pull.



Denise Austin’s

Workout Plan

Strength Training
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Strength Training Workouts
when: EvEry tuEsdAy, thursdAy And sAturdAy
lenGth: 20-30 minutEs
what you neeD: A sEt oF 3-, 5-, 8- And/or 12-pound dumbbElls    
a sturDy chair    a small towel    1- to 3-pound AnklE wEiGhts 
(optionAl)    wEiGht bEnch (optionAl)

Workout 1
onE-Arm row 

8-12 reps per side, 
2 sets

tricePs kickback 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

siDe raises 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

widE-stAncE squAt 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

hamstrinG curls 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

outer thiGh 
trimmer 

8-12 reps per side, 
2 sets

ab crunch 
8-12 reps, 2 sets

lower tummy 
tiGhtener 

8-12 reps, 2 sets

oblique curls 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

back 
strenGthener 1 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

Workout 2
uPriGht row 

8-12 reps, 2 sets

biceP curls 
8-12 reps, 2 sets

chest Firmer 
8-12 reps, 2 sets

basic lunGe 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

inner thiGh Firmer 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

bun burner 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

calF shaPer 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

total tummy 
tiGhtener 
15-20 reps

bicycles 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

low hover 
30-sec hold, 

2 sets

back 
strenGthener 2 

8-10 sec hold, 
3 sets

Workout 3
uPPer back Firmer 

8-12 reps, 2 sets

tricePs DiP 
8-10 reps

chest Press 
8-12 reps, 2 sets

overheaD Press 
8-12 reps per side, 

2 sets

bottoms uP 
8-reps, 2 sets

Power squat 
8-12 reps, 2 sets

inner thiGh toner 
5 pulses per side, 

1 set

waistline trimmer 
8-12 reps per side, 

1 set

lower ab 
strenGthener 

3-5 sec hold, 10 sets

reverse crunch 
15 reps per side, 

1 set

sPine 
strenGthener 

10 sec hold, 2-3 sets
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Strength Training
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Strength Training

Weight lifting is one of the best age-defying secrets 
around. You have over 640 different muscles to help  
you look toned, fit and young. The key is knowing  
how to use these age-stoppers. While many aerobic  
activities help strengthen your muscles (walking and  
running develop your leg muscles, for example), the  
fastest, most effective way to build metabolism-boosting 
muscle is by lifting weights. This form of strength train-
ing involves doing exercises to isolate and target specific 
muscles or muscle groups using weights for resistance. 

The Strength Training Workouts in this e-book will help  
ignite your metabolism and tone and tighten your  
muscles, while also improving your posture and balance, 
and strengthening your bones to help fight osteoporosis!

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
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If you are new to strength training, start out with relatively 
light weights: 3-pound weights are good. (If you are  
a beginner, you should do the exercises once or twice  
without weights until you get the hang of them.)

When your muscles are no longer challenged, it’s time to 
switch to a heavier weight. Your goal with each workout is 
to work your target muscle or muscle group to the point of 
fatigue. In other words, you want your triceps to feel tired 
during your last few triceps kickbacks. If you can’t lift the 
weight one more time at the end of an exercise, you’ve 
reached fatigue. If this seems a bit extreme, rest assured 
that you don’t have to kill yourself to gain benefits. But 
your aim is to get stronger, so try to keep those muscles 
challenged!

Each muscle-building exercise is divided into sets and 
repetitions (reps). A set consists of 8 to 12 reps. Every rep 
is a thoughtful, controlled movement. You’re working your 
muscle through its full range of motion, contracting and 
releasing as you lift and lower. Even though it’s tempting, 
don’t rush. Moving too quickly or in a jerky, uneven way will 
minimize the benefits.

Strength Training

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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In these Strength Training Workouts you’ll be doing one to 
two sets of each exercise, depending on your fitness level. 
As you focus on the muscles that you’re targeting, try to 
relax the rest of your body, including your face, neck and 
shoulders. If you’re holding tension in other areas, your 
target muscles won’t benefit as much as they should.

Each workout is designed to take between 20 and 30  
minutes. There are three routines divided into three parts: 
upper body, lower body, and abs/lower back. The exercises 
in each of the three workouts should be completed in the 
order shown. We save the lower back and ab moves for 
last, since these are the core muscles that stabilize your 
body for the upper and lower body exercises. If your core 
muscles are tired, you may be unable to work other parts 
of your body as effectively.

Before You Begin
You’ve already heard me talk about breathing. But proper 
breathing is especially important in strength training. 
Here’s a little rule of thumb: You should always exhale  
as you contract, or use, the muscle and inhale as you 
release, or relax, it. When you’re doing abdominal exercises, 
improper breathing can actually negate some of the good 
you’re doing - so follow the instructions carefully!

Strength Training

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
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Strength Training

Tips For Strength Training Success

liFt thE wEiGhts in A slow, controllEd mAnnEr.

squeeze your tarGet muscle as you Do each move.

Focus your thouGhts on the muscle you’re  
workinG, you’ll GEt bEttEr rEsults.

usE propEr Form - don’t GEt sloppy!

muscles neeD 48 hours to rePair themselves;  
skiP a Day between strenGth traininG sessions.  

iF you cAn do All thE rEps EAsily, it’s timE  
to aDD weiGht.

stretch aFter each exercise or at the  
enD oF your workout.

move your muscles throuGh a Full ranGe oF motion.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
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Strength Training

We rarely use our upper body muscles in popular aerobic 
activities like walking and biking, as a result you may have  
little strength in your top half. The good news is that it 
won’t take long to get results. And to me, there’s nothing 
more attractive than toned arms. Let’s get lifting!

Workout 1: Upper Body
 

Holding a dumbbell in your right 
hand, stand with your feet apart 
as shown. Bend your knees 
slightly and keep your abdomi-
nals tight. Rest your left palm on 
your left thigh or use a chair or 
bench for support. Begin with 
your arm extended all the way 
down so you get a good stretch. 
Keeping your back flat, pull the 
weight up toward your armpit, 
then lower it. Do 8 to 12 reps. 
then switch sides. when you’re 
finished, do another set of 8 to 
12 reps on each side for a total 
of two sets. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
tones your middle and  
upper back. 

onE-Arm row

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Upper Body
 

Hold a dumbbell in your right 
hand and stand with your  
left leg in front of your right,  
left knee slightly bent. For  
support, rest your left hand on 
your left thigh or lean on a chair 
or bench. Keeping your abs tight 
and your back flat, raise your 
right elbow until the upper part 
of your arm is almost parallel 
with the floor; keep your elbow 
in close to your body. Straighten 
your right arm as shown. Be 
sure to squeeze your triceps 
(the back of your arm) as you 
straighten your arm. Return 
your right hand to the starting 
position. do 8 to 12 reps, then 
switch sides and repeat. when 
you’re finished, do another set 
of 8 to 12 reps on each side for  
a total of 2 sets. 

beneFits Strengthens the 
backs of your arms (triceps).

tricePs kickback

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Upper Body
 

Stand with your feet shoulder-
width apart, abs tight, back 
straight and knees slightly bent. 
Start with your hands at your 
sides as shown. Inhale as you 
lift your hands up to just above 
your shoulders, elbows bent only 
slightly. Exhale as you lower your 
hands back to your sides. Do 
2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, resting 
briefly in between. 

beneFits Firms and tones  
the sides of your shoulders.

siDe raises

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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Workout 1: Lower Body 
With every step we take, we’re using our lower body  
muscles. Problem is, many of us use the same muscles 
over and over. These exercises target a variety of  
muscles, including ones in your inner and outer thighs -   
traditional weak spots. End result: a toned, jiggle-free  
lower body. You’ll look great in those “short shorts!”

 

Stand with your feet wider than your 
shoulders, arms out to your sides, 
toes turned out slightly (like second 
position in ballet). Bend your knees 
and slowly “sit back” to lower your 
buttocks toward the floor, keeping 
your body weight over your heels. 
Your thighs should be as close to  
parallel to the floor as possible. 
Squeeze your buttocks as you 
straighten your legs to return to  
the starting position. If you have a 
history of knee problems, begin  
with a partial squat, one quarter of  
the way down. Do 2 sets of 8 to 12 
reps, resting briefly in between.

beneFits Strengthens and tones 
your buttocks and inner thighs.

Strength Training

widE-stAncE squAt

variation Hold a dumbbell in each hand.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Lower Body
 

In a standing position, slowly 
bend your left knee and extend 
your right leg behind you.  
Then slowly curl your right heel 
toward your buttocks. Be sure 
to keep your back straight, keep 
your abs tight and squeeze your 
buttocks together throughout 
the entire movement. Lower 
your right leg to the starting 
(straight leg) position. Do 2 sets 
of 8 to 12 reps on each side.  
relax and repeat. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
tones the backs of your thighs 
(hamstrings).

hamstrinG curls

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Lower Body
 

Lie on the floor on your left side. Your head, shoulders  
and hips should form one straight line. Bend your left leg 
behind you, placing your right hand on the floor in front of 
you for balance. Keeping your right leg straight and your 
foot relaxed, slowly raise your leg. Lower it back to the 
floor, then repeat for 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, resting briefly 
in between sets. switch sides and repeat. 

beneFits Strengthens and slims your outer thigh area.

outer thiGh trimmer

variation Place 1- to 3-pound ankle weights on each ankle or hold the weight on your thigh.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Strength Training

Workout 1: Abs And Back
 

Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet on the 
floor. Rest your head in your hands, keeping your neck and 
shoulders relaxed. Press your lower back firmly into the 
floor; there should be no arch in your back at all. Exhale as 
you contract your abdominals to slowly lift your shoulders 
and feet off the floor; focus on pressing your belly button 
toward your spine. This is a very small, controlled move-
ment. Slowly lower your shoulders and feet to the floor. Do 
2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, resting briefly between each. If you 
have neck problems, use a towel instead of your hands to 
hold your head. 

beneFits Strengthens and firms your main abdominal 
muscle (rectus abdominus).

ab crunch

variation For an added challenge, hold a 1- to 3-pound weight above your head.

Strong abdominals and lower back muscles not only help 
you stand tall like a dancer and minimize love handles and 
the midlife bulge, they help guard against back pain, the 
number-one complaint among women over 40.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Abs And Back 
 

Lie on your back and place your hands, palms down, just 
beneath your buttocks. This allows you to keep your lower 
back flat on the floor during the exercise. Lift your legs off 
the floor, bend them slightly and cross your ankles. Exhale 
as you contract your abs to lift your bent knees toward 
your chest. Your knees should stay bent at the same 
angle throughout the entire exercise. Lower your legs 
slightly back down and repeat. This is a very short range  
of movement; your tailbone should lift off the floor only  
3 to 5 inches. do 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, resting briefly  
between each set. If you have back problems, place a  
pillow beneath your lower back for comfort. 

beneFits Tightens and firms your lower abs - especially 
great if you’ve had a baby.

lower tummy tiGhtener

variation For an extra challenge that will also strengthen your inner thighs, squeeze a towel between your legs.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Abs And Back 
 

Lie on the floor on your right side with knees bent. Keep 
your back straight. There should be no arch in your back at 
all. Place your left hand out to the side and your right hand 
behind your head for support. Exhale as you lift your right 
shoulder blade off the floor, and tighten the sides of your 
waistline. Relax as you lower back to the floor. Slower is 
better. do 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, resting briefly between 
each set. switch sides and repeat. 

beneFits Strengthens the inner and outer obliques (sides 
of your waist) to minimize those love handles.

oblique curls
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Strength Training

Workout 1: Abs And Back 
 

Begin in a push-up position, with hands beneath your 
shoulders and abs tight. Pull one knee in and reach it 
slightly toward your opposite shoulder. Return to starting 
position. repeat with opposite leg. continue alternating 
legs for 8 to 12 reps. 

beneFits Strengthens and elongates your abdominals 
and strengthens your arm and back muscles.

back strenGthener

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 1
PaGe 185

Week 2
PaGe 186

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

Go back

Go back
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Upper Body 
 

Hold two dumbbells in front 
of you with your palms facing 
in and stand with your knees 
slightly bent, abs tight. Inhale 
and squeeze your shoulder 
blades together as you raise  
the weights up toward your 
shoulders. Your arms should 
form a V shape, as shown.  
Exhale as you slowly lower your 
arms to starting position. Do 
2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, resting 
briefly between each set. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
tones your upper back and 
shoulders.

uPriGht row
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Upper Body
 

Stand up tall with your knees 
slightly bent, back flat, abs tight. 
With an underhand grip, hold a 
dumbbell in each hand in front 
of your thighs. Exhale as you 
slowly raise the weights toward 
your upper arms and shoulders, 
bending your arms at the  
elbows. Be sure not to arch your 
back as you lift the weights, and 
keep your elbows close to your 
body throughout the movement. 
Hold momentarily, then return 
your hands to the starting  
position. Do 2 sets of 8 to 12 
reps, resting briefly after each. 
You can also do this exercise  
sitting down. 

beneFits Tightens and tones 
the front of your arms (biceps).

biceP curls
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Upper Body
 

Sit back on a chair or weight 
bench with your knees bent 
and your feet flat on the floor 
or bench foot rests. Hold the 
dumbbells in your hands with 
your arms extended (arms 
straight but not locked in the 
elbow joint) at shoulder level 
above your chest, palms facing 
in. Slowly lower your arms out to 
the sides, keeping them bent at 
the same angle throughout the 
movement. Squeeze your chest 
as you slowly return your arms 
to the starting position. This can 
also be performed lying down 
on the floor. Do 2 sets of 8 to 12 
reps, resting briefly between 
sets. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
firms your chest muscles 
(pectorals) for a better bustline.

chEst FirmEr (pEc FliEs)

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Lower Body
 

Stand with your feet together, 
then take a giant step forward 
with your right foot (you can 
hold on to a chair for balance). 
Keeping your weight over your 
back toes and your front heel, 
bend both knees to lower  
yourself toward the ground;  
your front knee should be  
directly above your ankle.  
Keep your back straight 
throughout the move.  
Straighten legs to return to a 
standing position. Do 2 sets of  
8 to 12 reps, resting briefly 
between sets, then switch legs 
and repeat. If you have bad 
knees, modify this lunge by only 
bending your knees slightly. 

beneFits Works your entire  
leg, with an emphasis on your 
buttocks (gluteals) and the front 
of your thighs (quadriceps).

basic lunGe

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Lower Body
 

Lie on the floor on your left side. Your head, shoulders and 
hips should form a straight line. Keeping your legs straight, 
slowly raise your legs about 8 inches off the floor. Release 
your bottom leg down to the floor - then bring it back up 
to meet your top leg. Feel your inner thighs working on the 
“up” motion. do sets of 8 to 12 reps, then switch sides  
and repeat. 

beneFits Tones and firms your inner thigh muscles.

inner thiGh Firmer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Lower Body 
 

On all fours, keep your back straight, hips square and abs 
tight. Raise your leg up, keeping it bent at a 90 degree 
angle. Your thigh should be parallel to the floor. Now cross 
it behind you over the other knee, then back to starting 
position. do 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, then switch legs. 

beneFits Firms and tightens the buns (gluteus maximus).

bun burner

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Lower Body
 

Stand with your feet hip-width 
apart and place your hands on 
your hips. Bend your left knee and 
place your left foot behind your 
right calf. Then lift your right heel 
up and down slowly. Do 2 sets of 8 
to 12 reps, then switch legs. Use a 
chair for balance if necessary.

beneFits Firms, shapes and 
sculpts your lower legs (calves).

calF shaPer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Abs And Back
 

Lying on your back, elevate your feet and place your hands 
behind your head. Lift your head and shoulders off the 
floor and at the same time “pulse’’ your hips up off the floor 
to also work the lower end of your abs. “pulse” for 15-20 
reps. Make sure the small of your back stays down against 
the floor. 

beneFits Strengthens and firms the entire stomach area 
(rectus abdominis).

total tummy tiGhtener

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Abs And Back 
 

Lie on your back with your left leg straight up in the air 
and your right knee bent in toward your chest. Press your 
back firmly into the floor; there should be no arch in it at 
all. Rest your head in your hands, but keep your neck and 
shoulders relaxed. Exhale as you pull your right knee in 
toward your chest. At the same time, raise your left shoul-
der to meet your right knee. Straighten out your right leg 
and return your left shoulder to its normal position. Then 
draw your left leg in toward your chest to touch your right 
elbow. Continue to alternate sides, as if you’re riding a bi-
cycle. Keep the movement smooth and flowing; try to keep 
your feet from touching the floor. do 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps, 
resting briefly between sets (one rep equals one twist on 
each side). 

beneFits Strengthens and tones your inner and outer 
obliques (sides of your waist) for a sexy, hourglass figure.

bicycles

variation For a more advanced workout, keep your feet closer to the floor. The lower the legs, the more  
intense the workout.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Abs And Back 
 

Start in a modified straight-legged push-up position with 
elbows on the floor directly below your shoulders, hips 
lifted slightly and abs tight. Elongate your abs and back 
by lifting your pelvis and hold for 30 seconds. rest and 
repeat. Focus on the “core” of your body, your torso and 
abs. 

beneFits Strengthens and lengthens your abdominal 
muscles as well as the back extensors (middle and upper 
back muscles).

low hover (plAnk)

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 2: Abs And Back 
 

Kneel on all fours, knees directly below your hips and 
hands beneath your shoulders. Simultaneously extend 
your right leg and your left arm. hold for 8-10 seconds. 
relax and repeat with opposite leg and arm. continue  
alternating two more times. Focus on keeping your back 
flat and buttocks squeezed. 

beneFits Strengthens the entire back muscle  
(erector spinae).

back strenGthener

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 1
PaGe 185

Week 2
PaGe 186

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

Go back

Go back

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Upper Body
 

Holding a dumbbell in each 
hand, sit on a chair with your 
feet flat on the floor. Lean for-
ward so that your chest is near 
your thighs. Squeeze your 
shoulder blades together as you 
slowly lift your arms straight out 
to the sides, leading with your  
pinky fingers. Return to the 
starting position. Make sure  
that the movement is slow  
and deliberate; don’t swing  
the weights. Do 2 sets of 8  
to 12 reps, resting briefly  
between sets. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
firms your upper back muscles-
no more bra overhang!

uPPer back Firmer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Upper Body
 

Place your hands on the edge 
of a sturdy chair or weight 
bench, fingers facing toward 
you, knees bent, feet flat on 
the floor. Shift your buttocks 
forward so they’re in front of 
the chair. Bend your elbows 
to slowly lower your buttocks 
toward the floor, keeping your 
back straight and close to the 
chair. Straighten your arms to 
lift your buttocks back up to 
chair height, feeling the work-
out in the backs of your arms. 
You can also do this exercise 
using the edge of a couch or 
bed. repeat 8 to 10 times. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
tones the backs of your arms 
(triceps) to combat upper  
arm jiggle.

tricePs DiP

variation For a more advanced exercise, extend one leg straight out  
in front of you as you lower your buttocks to the floor.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Upper Body
 

Lie back in a chair or on a weight 
bench with your knees bent and 
your feet flat on the floor or on 
the bench foot rests. Holding a 
dumbbell in each hand, slowly 
bend your arms so that your el-
bows are parallel to your shoul-
ders. Push the weights straight 
up so that your arms are ex-
tended directly over your chest, 
keeping your lower back pressed 
firmly into the bench. Avoid 
locking your elbows at the top of 
the movement. Slowly lower to 
the starting position. Do 2 sets 
of 8 to 12 reps, resting briefly 
between sets. You can also do 
this exercise lying on  
the floor. 

beneFits Strengthens 
and firms your chest  
muscles (pectorals).

chest Press

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Upper Body
 

Hold a dumbbell in each hand 
and sit on a chair with your abs 
tight and your back straight. 
Start with your hands at your 
shoulders. Exhale as you raise 
your hands over your head.  
Inhale as you slowly lower the 
weights back down to your 
shoulders. Do 2 sets of 8 to 
12 reps, resting briefly  
between sets. 

beneFits Sculpts your  
shoulders for a beautiful  
look and better posture.

overheaD Press

variations Standing, bend your left knee and extend your right leg back in a lunge position, raising and lowering  
the weights over your head. Or, remain sitting, but alternate your arms rather than raising both at the same time.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Lower Body
 

Lie on your back with your knees bent, feet flat on the 
floor, arms by your sides. Squeeze your buttocks and  
tighten your abdominals as you lift your buttocks off the 
floor (3 to 6 inches) by tilting your pelvis up. Hold for a few 
seconds, then lower your bottom down one vertebra at a 
time. For better results, place a towel between your knees. 
do 2 sets of 8 reps, resting briefly between sets. 

beneFits Strengthens and lifts your buttocks (gluteals) 
for a great rear view.

bottoms uP

variation For a more advanced exercise, straighten and lower one leg while holding your pelvis up.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Lower Body
 

Extend your arms and stand 
with your feet a little wider  
than hip-width apart, arms  
outstretched, parallel to the 
floor. Bend your knees and  
slowly “sit back” to lower your 
buttocks toward the floor,  
keeping your body weight over 
your heels. Your thighs should 
be as close to parallel to the 
floor as possible. Squeeze your 
buttocks as you straighten your 
legs to return to the starting  
position. If you have a history  
of knee problems, begin with  
a partial squat, one quarter of 
the way down. Do 2 sets of 8  
to 12 reps, resting briefly  
between sets. 

beneFits Strengthens and 
tones your buttocks (gluteals) 
and thighs.

Power squat

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Lower Body
 

Lie on your side, lift up your top leg and hold it in place. 
Then lift and “pulse” the bottom leg toward the top leg. 
pulse 5 times and then lower leg. switch sides  
and repeat.  

beneFits A great way to tone and firm up your inner 
thighs (adductor muscles).

inner thiGh toner

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Abs And Back
 

Lie on your back with your hands behind your head. El-
evate your feet. If your hamstrings are too tight, bend your 
knees. Use your abdominals to lift your chest and your 
left shoulder off the floor slightly and twist the left elbow 
toward your knee. do 2 sets of 8 reps to one side, then 
switch. Concentrate on one side of the waistline at a time. 
Keep feet flexed. 

beneFits Strengthens your obliques (the sides of  
your waistline).

waistline trimmer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Abs And Back 
 

Lie on your back with your knees bent out to the sides and 
the soles of your feet together. Press the small of your 
back to the floor as you use your abdominals to lift your 
feet 6 to 8 inches, head and shoulders off the floor. hold 
for 3 to 5 seconds before lowering. relax and repeat 10 
times. Keep your abs tight as you focus on “pressing your 
belly button in.” 

beneFits Strengthens lower abs and pelvic floor muscles.

lower ab strenGthener

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Abs And Back 
 

Lie on your back with one knee bent at a 90-degree angle 
and the other extended straight up into the air, keeping 
your feet flexed and your hands behind your head. With 
your back pressed to the floor, exhale as you use your  
lower abdominals to gently lift your hips off the floor, 
pressing your belly button in toward your spine. With your 
hips raised, pull your bent knee in as close to your chest as 
possible, keeping the other leg straight up. This is a very 
small movement; your knee should stay bent at the same 
angle throughout the move. Inhale as you release and low-
er your hips to the floor. relax and repeat with the other 
leg. Alternate legs for a total of 15 reps. 

beneFits Strengthens the lower abs.

reverse crunch

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Strength Training

Workout 3: Abs And Back 
 

Lie facedown with your arms folded under your chin. 
Keep your hips pressed firmly down as you lift your legs 
about 4 to 8 inches off the floor; don’t overarch your back. 
squeeze your buttocks as you hold for 10 seconds.  
release, then repeat. do 2 or 3 times. 

beneFits Strengthens and sculpts your lower back as  
well as your buttocks (gluteals) and backs of your thighs 
(hamstrings).

sPine strenGthener

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 1
PaGe 185

Week 2
PaGe 186

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

Go back

Go back

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Denise's 
Top 8 Pep Talks

The long-term benefits of exercise are important, but let’s not for-
get what it can do for you today. Here are eight mantras to carry 

with you and recite whenever you need a little inspiration.

I always feel a deep sense of calm and accomplishment 
after exercising...

Once I get started working out, I am happy I did...

My daily workouts help me stay fit and healthy...

Exercising makes my clothes fit better...

Working out gives me more energy to tackle the day...

I get better rest and sleep when I work out regularly...

My skin looks bright and rosy after a workout...

Food tastes better when I am consistently 
working out... because 

I’ve earned it!



Denise Austin’s

Workout Plan

Flexibility And 
Balance
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Flexibility And Balance Workouts
when: EvEry tuEsdAy, thursdAy And sAturdAy
lenGth: 10-20 minutEs
what you neeD: yoGa mat    pillow (optionAl)    towel  
(optionAl)

Yoga Workout

siDe boDy stretch 
15 sec hold per side, 1 set

camel 
10 sec hold, 1 set

warrior Pose 
Hold for 3 breaths, 1 set

trianGle Pose 
Hold for 3 breaths per side, 1 set

ForwarD benD 
15-20 sec hold, 1 set

stanDinG sPinal twist 
10 sec hold per side, 1 set

downwArd-FAcinG doG 
Hold for 3 breaths, 3 sets

cat stretch 
3 complete sequences

chilD’s Pose 
Hold for 5 breaths

Pilates-Inspired Workout

the hunDreD 
5 inhale, 5 exhale, 5 sets

thE hundrEd (AdvAncEd) 
5 inhale, 5 exhale, 10 sets

thE roll-up 
3 sets

briDGe 
10 second hold, 2 sets

leG circles 
10 circles per leg, 1 set

rollinG like a ball 
6 sets

sinGle leG stretch 
Count of 3 per leg, 10 repeats

Double leG stretch 
3-6 sets

crisscross 
6 reps per leg, 2 sets

sPine stretch ForwarD 
3 sets

the saw 
3 reps per side

seateD sPine 
3 reps per side

t-stAnd twist 
10-15 sec hold per side, 2 sets

tEAsEr (AdvAncEd) 
3 sets

swimminG (AdvAncEd) 
10 alternating reps

Flexibility And Balance

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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The third part of this fitness plan focuses on Flexibility 
and Balance. As we age it’s important to incorporate these 
types of stretches and movements into your routine. The 
benefits are numerous:  

These workouts, based on yoga and the Pilates method,  
will leave you feeling calm, balanced and rejuvenated.  
I recommend that you incorporate these workouts into  
the days you do your strength training. You can also  
supplement cardio days with the “Bonus” workouts I  
have included starting on page 102.  

Flexibility And Balance

minimizes aches anD stiFFness

increases your aGility

imProves your Posture so you look taller anD thinner

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Before You Begin
This Flexibility And balance routine is meant to be smooth 
and soothing, so eliminate any potential distractions be-
fore beginning. Turn off the television and put your phone 
on mute. If you like, turn on some soft music. Clear your 
mind of all thoughts. Concentrate on your breathing and 
relax every part of your body. 

As you do each move, be sure that your body stays in 
proper alignment; don’t get sloppy.  Each movement 
should be smooth and controlled. If you find yourself  
wobbling or falling over, try focusing on an item directly in 
front of you (a lamp, a light switch, a painting), tightening 
your abdominals and lengthening your breath. Remember: 
Quality is more important than quantity, so opt for a single 
good stretch over 10 half-hearted ones.

Flexibility And Balance

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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As you move through the postures, deep breathing will 
help draw your mind into the present. With the Pilates 
Method you inhale deeply through your nose and exhale 
through your mouth. In yoga your goal is to breathe in and 
out through your nose. Notice your belly expand as you 
draw air into your body and then flatten as you release it. 
Your breathing will help promote better concentration, so 
you can focus on getting the most out of each posture.

Once you learn these exercises, try to flow from one to the 
next without stopping. This will help boost your metabo-
lism and pump blood to your joints and muscles. Every one 
of these moves originates at your core (your entire torso 
area, including your abs and back muscles), so keep your 
tummy active and engaged throughout each exercise. If 
you lose your balance, contract and tighten those abs-it 
will help you regain stability. As you go from one move to 
the next, try to elongate and lengthen your spine; this will 
help keep your backbone flexible and healthy.

Also pay attention to the signals that your body is send-
ing. Notice where you are holding your tension. (Are you 
hunching your shoulders? Clenching your jaw?) These 
exercises are designed to teach you how to tune in to your 
body. I want you to be aware of how your body feels every 
day. That way, if something does go wrong, you’ll know it 
right away.

Flexibility And Balance

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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While you may be tempted to skip this part of my Stop the 
Clock program, DON’T. you’ll be spending only 10 to 20  
minutes on this workout, but the rewards are endless. 
Practice some of these moves each day if you can. I like to 
do them first thing in the morning, since they make me feel 
so good all day. Right before bed is another great time - it 
helps your mind relax and prepares your body for sleep. 
One friend of mine walks in the door from work and im-
mediately takes the time to do these moves - an excellent 
way to release the negative thoughts and tension from the 
day. Find what works for you.

Flexibility And Balance

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Yoga Workout 
 

Stand with your feet close to-
gether. Walk your left hand down 
the side of your leg, reaching 
as far down with your fingertips 
as is comfortable. Extend your 
right arm up and out over your 
head, palm facing down. hold 
for 10 seconds and repeat on 
the other side. try 3 sets. This 
stretch elongates the entire side 
of the body, opens up the hip 
and strengthens through the 
trunk (abs and back).

siDe boDy stretch

Flexibility And Balance

variation Lean over with left hand extending up and out over head, and your right arm bent at the 
elbow reaching behind you, palm facing out with fingertips walking up your spine between your shoulder 
blades. Hold 10 seconds and repeat on the other side.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Yoga Workout 
 

Stand with one leg behind the 
other. Wrap your arms around 
each other so that the palms 
eventually touch with thumbs 
hooked together and finger-
tips aligned. Pull your elbows 
away from the body to feel this 
stretch across your upper back. 
Twist to the side and flex the 
back leg. hold for 15 seconds 
and repeat to the other side. 
This feels great for your  
shoulders, back and chest.

eaGle Pose

Flexibility And Balance

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Yoga Workout 
 

Place your hands on your lower back for support, with 
fingertips facing down. Press your hips and pelvis forward 
while arching your back, very gently without going too far. 
This lean back always begins at the tailbone, never at the 
point of the lower back. Squeeze those buttocks for extra 
back support. Your chest and neck open up and your head 
falls back for a frontal body stretch and a spinal strength-
ener. stay in this arch position for about 10 seconds and 
breathe through the stretch. 

camel

Flexibility And Balance

variation An easier version can be done on your knees.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Yoga Workout
 

First, stand with your hands on your hips; step your feet 
apart so your ankles are in line with your wrists (your feet 
will be about 3 to 4 feet apart). Turn your left foot out at 
a 90-degree angle so your toes point directly to the left 
and rotate your right foot so your toes point to the left at 
a 45-degree angle. Bend your left knee as close as you 
can to a 90-degree angle (knee is directly over your ankle). 
Keeping your right leg straight, rotate your upper body so 
you’re facing left. Push into your 
right heel. Look straight ahead 
or upward slightly. Then, extend 
both arms over your head, palms 
facing each other and fingers 
pointing toward the ceiling. 
Focus your eyes on your hands. 
hold pose for 3 breaths. return 
to standing position and repeat 
on the other side.

warrior Pose

Flexibility And Balance

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Yoga Workout
 

Stand with your legs 3 or 4 feet apart. Extend arms 
straight out to the sides at shoulder height, palms facing 
down. Turn your right foot out, away from your body, as in 
first position in ballet. Keeping your left leg straight, bend 
your right leg, resting your right arm on your right thigh 
for support. To give your neck a good stretch, turn your 
head to look at the ceiling. take 3 deep breaths. return to 
starting position and repeat on opposite side.

trianGle Pose

Flexibility And Balance
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Yoga Workout 
 

Spread feet a little wider than shoulder-width apart. Keep-
ing a soft bend in your knees, bend forward from the hip 
joints, extending your tailbone into the air, and stretch the 
spine out from that point. This pose relieves back tension. 
Your goal is flattening your back and then leaning forward. 
You can use a prop (a block or a chair) if you are starting 
out. Later, try to reach the floor. hold this for 15 to 20 sec-
onds, working up to a minute over time with practice.

ForwarD benD

Flexibility And Balance

variation Keep the feet together, lean over to a forward bend and roll onto the balls of the feet and back to  
the heels. Roll about three times forward and back to strengthen the ankles, achilles, calves and hamstrings.
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Yoga Workout 
 

Begin with feet wider 
than shoulder-width 
apart, feet pointing  
forward. A soft bend in 
the knees to alleviate 
too much tension in the 
hamstrings is fine. Bend 
forward, reaching your 
left arm toward the floor 
and reaching your right 
arm straight up over your 
head. hold this for 10  
seconds, then slowly 
come back to standing 
position and repeat on 
the other side.

stanDinG sPinal twist

Flexibility And Balance

variation A more advanced spinal twist is to reach through the legs with the right arm, wrapping up and 
around toward your rear and lower back. Allow the left arm to also wrap around the waist to the lower back, 
your goal being to meet the hands and hold this deep stretch for 15 seconds. You’ll feel an opening into your 
left shoulder and through the rib cage/waistline area.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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Yoga Workout 
 

Kneel on all fours, with your knees directly below your hips, 
hands slightly in front of your shoulders. Keeping your 
palms planted on the floor, lift your hips and buttocks up 
toward the ceiling until your legs are straight. Imagine that 
you’re pointing your tailbone up toward the ceiling; your 
body should form an inverted V. Now, try to slowly and 
gently press your heels down, feeling the stretch in your 
calves. hold the pose, as shown, for three deep breaths. 
return to kneeling position, then repeat twice.

downwArd-FAcinG doG

Flexibility And Balance
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Yoga Workout 
 

This is a great way to strengthen your abs and keep your 
back flexible. Kneel on all fours, being careful not to let 
your belly sag. Inhale as you keep your back flat, chin and 
chest lifted slightly upward. Now exhale as you slowly roll 
up your back, pull in your belly button and tighten your  
abdominal muscles. do 3 complete sequences, inhaling 
and exhaling deeply.

cat stretch

Flexibility And Balance
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Yoga Workout 
 

Start in an upright kneeling position. Sit back on your 
heels. Keeping your buttocks on your heels, slowly bend 
forward and lower your head to the floor until you’re 
curled up like a sleeping child, your forehead resting on  
the floor, arms by your sides, palms facing up. take five 
deep breaths - and relax! This pose is designed to  
rejuvenate and nurture.

chilD’s Pose

Flexibility And Balance

variation Extend your arms in front of you, palms facing down as you lower your head to the floor.
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Flexibility And Balance

Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on your back, then pull your knees into your chest  
and place your arms over your head. Gently pull your  
chin forward to lift your head, neck and shoulder blades  
off the floor. Bring your arms down so your fingers are 
reaching toward your toes. Lift your arms 2 to 3 inches  
off the floor, then quickly pump (or pulse) your arms up  
and down. breathe, inhaling for 5 counts and exhaling 
for 5 counts. do this 5 times.

thE hundrEd (bEGinnEr)
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Pilates Workout 
 

Same as the beginner version, with one exception: Your 
legs should be extended straight up into the air, then  
lowered to the floor as much as possible while keeping 
your spine pressed against the floor and your belly flat. 
hold this pose while you pulse with a count to 100. 

the hunDreD

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Start by lying on your back with your arms stretched  
overhead. Engage your abdominal muscles as you slowly 
roll your upper body up and forward into an upright  
position, lifting your arms toward the ceiling. Now, slowly 
continue reaching, with your arms curling over your  
fingertips toward your toes. Focus on using your abs.  
Your spine creates a C curve in the lower back by pulling 
your navel “in.” Now slowly roll back down, one vertebra  
at a time. relax and repeat twice.

thE roll-up

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on the floor on your back with your knees bent, feet flat 
on the floor directly under your knees. Your knees should 
be hipwidth apart. Lift your hips straight up so your body 
is supported by your shoulders and feet. Make sure your 
shoulders are pulled down and your neck is relaxed. hold 
for 10 seconds. lower and repeat. (Use caution if you 
have a bad neck.)

briDGe

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on your back, arms comfortably by your sides, legs 
extended straight. For a little stretch, hug your right knee 
into your chest, then straighten your leg so it extends up, 
forming a right angle with your body. Lower your right 
foot to your left side (like a windshield wiper), then swing 
it down until it’s about 6 inches from your left leg. Con-
tinue swinging it (as if you’re tracing an oval shape) back 
up toward the ceiling. The rest of your body should remain 
stable on the floor. The focus is to use your “power house” 
(abs) to create the circle with your leg. repeat the circle 
5 times. reverse the direction and repeat 5 more times. 
switch legs and repeat. (If you have any hip problems, do 
these carefully and stop if there’s any pain.)

sinGle leG circles

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Sit up with your knees bent in front of you, your buttocks 
as close to your heels as possible. Grasp your lower legs or 
ankles with both hands and “hug” them. Bring your chin 
in toward your chest, pulling your abs in and curving your 
back. Your body is curled up like a ball; your spine forms a 
C shape. Arch your feet so only your toes touch the floor. 
Inhale slowly as you roll back until your shoulder blades 
touch the floor, pulling your belly button into your spine. 
Exhale slowly as you roll back up to a seated position, 
maintaining a ball position. repeat 6 times.

rollinG like a ball

Flexibility And Balance
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Flexibility And Balance

Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on your back, legs extended in front of you, arms by 
your sides, palms facing down. Inhale slowly and tighten 
your abs as you bring your chin toward your chest, lifting 
your head and shoulders off the floor. Simultaneously bring 
your left (bent) knee into your chest. Place your left hand 
on your left ankle and your right hand on the inside of your 
left knee. Relax your shoulders and open your elbows out 
to the sides. Gently lift and hold your left knee to your 
chest for a count of 3, keeping your shoulders square 
and your torso stable. switch legs and repeat, alternat-
ing 10 times. If you have neck problems, place a pillow 
under your neck and shoulders for support. 

sinGle leG stretch
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Pilates Workout 
 

Begin by lying on your back with both knees pulled into 
your chest. Inhale and stretch your body long, pushing 
your legs straight in front of you and extending your arms 
over your head. Keeping your lower back and shoulders flat 
on the floor, reach your chin toward your chest, simulta-
neously raising your arms up until they’re even with your 
ears. Exhale as you sweep your arms around by your sides. 
Use your abs as you slowly draw your legs toward your 
chest; hug your knees and hold. Tighten your abs as you 
stretch your limbs away from your torso. Pull limbs back in 
again, then hug your knees and hold. repeat 3 to 6 times.

Double leG stretch

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on your back. Pull your knees into your chest and pull 
your chin forward. Rest your head in your hands. Lift your 
upper body (your head, neck and shoulders) off the floor. 
Exhale as you extend your left leg out straight while  
twisting your left elbow toward your right knee. Inhale as 
you return to center and switch. Repeat, this time extend-
ing your right leg out straight and twisting with your right 
elbow. continue alternating legs 12 times total (6 on 
each side). rest and repeat one more set.

crisscross

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Sit up with your legs extended in front of you, feet 
shoulder-width apart. Extend your arms in front of you as 
if you’re sleepwalking. Tighten your abs as you lengthen 
your spine and lift your chest. Starting with your head, roll 
your upper torso down as you pull your abdominal muscles 
in. Keeping your arms elevated and your buttocks firm 
against the floor, continue rolling down until your spine 
forms a C (as if you’re rounding yourself over a beach ball). 
Exhale. Inhale as you roll back up and sit tall. Exhale.  
repeat 3 times.

sPine stretch ForwarD

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Sit with your legs extended in front of you, feet shoulder-
width apart, kneecaps pointing directly up toward the ceil-
ing. Extend your arms out to the sides (you should be able 
to see your hands out of the corners of your eyes). Tighten 
your abs and lift your chest. Keeping your buttocks firmly 
planted on the floor, use your abs as you twist slowly to the 
right. Twist from your waist, not from your hips. Reach your 
left pinky finger toward your right baby toe. Then, lean-
ing forward, stretch your torso toward your right leg. Your 
head should reach over your right knee. Relax your neck 
and keep your opposite hip down. Exhale slowly as you 
pulse 3 times (pretending to “saw off” your baby toe). Feel 
the stretch in your waist. Tighten your abs as you straight-
en up and return to center. Switch sides and repeat. Do 3 
times total on each side.

the saw

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Sit with your legs extended in front of you and your arms 
extended straight out to the sides. Tighten your abs as you 
lift your chest and pull your shoulders down. Inhale as you 
slowly twist from your waist (not your hips) to the right as 
far as possible. Keep your eyes focused on your right hand 
as you shift it behind your body; your left hand comes 
forward. Both arms should form a straight line from front 
to back. Exhale as you twist back to the starting position. 
repeat, this time twisting to the left side. continue  
alternating twists, for a total of 3 times on each side.

seateD sPine twist

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Sit on your left hip with your legs slightly bent and your left 
hand on the floor directly under your shoulder. Pushing up 
on your left hand, inhale as you lift your hips off the floor 
and straighten your legs to create a straight line from your 
head to your toes, keeping your abs and buttocks tight and 
your shoulders relaxed. Lift your right arm up over your 
head to form the letter T. hold for 10 to 15 seconds.  
Exhale as you lower your hips and bring your right arm 
back down to your side. do 2 times, then switch sides 
and repeat.

t-stAnd twist

Flexibility And Balance

variation For a beginner variation, support yourself on one knee.
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Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on the floor on your back with your legs straight and 
your arms extended overhead. Inhale as you lift both legs 
while raising both arms overhead and in front of you until 
your fingers are pointed toward your toes. Your entire body 
should form a V, with your weight balanced on your but-
tocks. Keep your legs extended in the air as you exhale and 
slowly roll your upper body back down to the floor, vertebra 
by vertebra, and return your arms to an overhead position. 
repeat 3 times.

tEAsEr (AdvAncEd)

Flexibility And Balance
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Pilates Workout 
 

Lie on your belly with your legs straight, feet hip-width 
apart and slightly turned out, arms extended out straight 
over your head, palms facing down. Place your body 
weight over your pelvis and lower ribs, press your belly 
button toward your spine and elongate your neck, keeping 
your shoulders down and relaxed. Simultaneously lift  
your right arm and your left leg a few inches off the floor. 
Repeat, this time lifting your left arm and right leg. Do a 
total of 10 reps, alternating. Be sure to squeeze your  
buttock muscles so you don’t overarch your lower back.

swimminG (AdvAncEd)

Flexibility And Balance

Are you doing the 

Daily Doer?

Week 1
PaGe 185

Week 2
PaGe 186

Week 3
PaGe 187

Week 4
PaGe 188

Go back

Go back

Go back

Go back
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As we age, different areas of our body may need more  
attention. This section of the e-book covers these areas, 
with a specific look at the back and hips, as well as some 
“anti-gravity” exercises than can help to prevent  
drooping and sagging that can occur after age 40!  
These movements are in addition to your Daily Doer plan, 
and you should add them in as you can. See each section 
for my specific recommendations of how often you  
complete them!

Healthy Back and Hips Exercises 
Our back and hips can need extra attention:  
by keeping them flexible and strong, you can help to  
prevent injury and tightness, allowing you to lead the  
active healthy lifestyle that you want to, free of pain!

The following pages cover exercises for your back, which  
I call “Keeping Your Back Healthy In 5 Minutes A Day,”  
because that is truly how long it takes to complete them!  
Add theses back exercises to your daily routine to keep 
your back strong.

There is also a section for healthy hips, with stretches 
to help keep your hips flexible - especially important for 
women as we age. i suggest doing one or two per day to 
promote healthy hips.

Healthy Back And Hips
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Healthy Back And Hips

Keep Your Back Healthy In 5 Minutes A Day
As you get older, it’s crucial to keep your spine strong and 
healthy. Consisting of small bones or vertebrae separated 
by cushy discs that act as shock absorbers, your spine is 
literally your lifeline, protecting the millions of nerves that 
control our everyday actions and agility. By strengthening 
and stretching the back and abdominal muscles that  
support the vertebrae with exercises like the ones shown 
on the following pages, you’ll form a girdle of support that 
can help prevent pain and injuries, as well as stooped 
shoulders, as we age. 

These moves work your back muscles in four  
different ways:

For best results, do the six exercises on the following 
pages every day - they take only a couple of minutes! As 
you do them, try to focus on keeping your body relaxed 
and in a straight line. If you have a bad back, be sure to 
check with your doctor before doing these exercises.

sidEwAys, or lAtErAl FlExion

rotAtionAlly, to hElp kEEp your bAck stronG And supplE

ForwArd, or FlExion

bAckwArd, or ExtEnsion
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Healthy Back And Hips

Back Rotation 
 

Sit on the floor with your legs extended in front of you, feet 
flexed. Bend your right knee, then lift your right foot up 
and place it on the left side of your left knee. Bending your 
left arm, place your left elbow on the outside of your right 
knee and turn your upper body to the right. Try to keep 
your shoulders down as you twist your spine farther to the 
right. Pushing your chest forward will further lengthen 
your spine. hold the pose for 3 deep breaths. return to 
starting position and repeat on opposite side.

sPinal twist
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Healthy Back And Hips

Flexion 
 

Sit on the floor with your legs extended straight in front 
of you. Keeping your back straight and your abdominals 
pulled in, reach both hands toward your toes as far as  
possible. Feel a gentle stretch all the way from your ham-
strings to the top of your neck. As you stretch, you’ll be 
increasing blood flow to your entire vertebral column. hold 
the stretch for 15 to 30 seconds; release and repeat.

ForwarD benD
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Healthy Back And Hips

Back Extension 
 

Lie facedown with your hands directly under your shoul-
ders, palms facing down, fingers pointed forward. Exhale 
and tighten your buttocks muscles as you lift your head, 
shoulders and chest off the floor, dropping your hips and 
lengthening forward; don’t use your arm muscles to push 
yourself up. Focus on your buttocks instead. Squeeze your 
buttock muscles and lengthen your spine. Picture a snake. 
hold for 3 deep breaths, then lower to starting position.

cobrA (lEvEl 1)
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Healthy Back And Hips

Back Extension 
 

Lie on your belly with your arms and legs extended and 
your feet about 6 inches apart. Squeeze your buttocks 
as you slowly raise your head, your arms and your legs an 
inch or two off the floor. Slowly circle your arms out to your 
sides and then behind you, palms facing up. Look down at 
the floor to keep your neck in alignment and anchor your 
hips to the floor. Concentrate on using proper form - don’t 
overarch your back. hold for 5 to 10 seconds, then re-
lease. repeat 2 times.

supErmAn (lEvEl 2)
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Healthy Back And Hips

Lateral Flexion 
 

Kneel on the floor with your feet tucked under your  
bottom. With your arms extended straight up overhead, 
clasp your hands and stretch upward. Feel the stretch 
through your waist. Maintaining the stretch, bend your 
body to the right and take three deep breaths. Return to 
an upright position, then bend to the left. take 3 deep 
breaths. repeat.

siDe benD
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Healthy Back And Hips

 

Lying down with a pillow underneath your neck and 
shoulders, let your upper body totally relax into the  
floor. Gently bring your knees in toward your chest while 
holding the backs of your legs, your hamstrings. hold this 
position for about 30 seconds, then gently rock knees 
slowly to one side, then to the other.

back relaxer
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Healthy Back And Hips

Healthy Hip Stretches 
Women’s hips are different from men’s. Our hip socket is 
called a Q socket, and unlike men, the line from knee to 
hip isn’t straight; our femurs, or upper leg bones, fit into 
the hip socket at an angle. For this reason, women tend 
to experience more hip problems as they grow older. Hip 
problems can make walking difficult and lead to back pain 
and other injuries. You need to keep those hips loose and 
pliable, particularly as you age. 

Here are four soothing stretches that zero in on those 
tight, achy hips to promote healthier joints and prevent 
stiffness and pain. i try to do one or two every day... 

Start by taking some deep breaths or marching in place 
(for about 60 seconds) to get the blood flowing and loosen 
up your muscles. With each exercise you should feel a nice 
stretch in your hip area, but you shouldn’t experience any 
pain. On a scale of one (no stretch whatsoever) to 10  
(maximum stretch), aim for a five or a six. Breathe into 
each stretch and relax your body - don’t fight it!
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Healthy Back And Hips

 

Stand on your left foot and place your right ankle on your 
left thigh, right knee bent out to the side. Keeping your 
knees bent, bend at the hips slightly and push your but-
tocks back, placing both hands on leg. You can use a chair 
or wall for balance. hold for 15 to 30 seconds. switch 
sides and repeat.

stanDinG hiP oPener
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Healthy Back And Hips

 

As in the Standing Hip Opener, place your right ankle on 
your left thigh, right knee bent out to the side. Bend at  
the hips slightly and push your buttocks back, this time 
reaching down to the floor. hold for 15 to 30 seconds. 
switch sides and repeat.

hip opEnEr (AdvAncEd)

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Healthy Back And Hips

 

Sit on the floor with your right leg stretched behind you 
and your left leg folded in front of you. Place both hands 
on the floor for balance. Keep your hips down as you lift 
your chest and let your whole spine lengthen. hold for 10 
seconds. switch sides and repeat. 

hip strEtch (AdvAncEd)

variation Lower your head and chest to the floor and stretch your arms out to the sides.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Healthy Back And Hips

 

Lie on your back with your knees bent and cross your right 
ankle over your left thigh. Raise your left foot off the floor 
and place both hands behind your left thigh for support 
(your left knee should point directly up toward the ceiling). 
For a deeper stretch, gently pull your left thigh toward you 
as you use your right elbow to press your right thigh very 
gently. hold for 15 to 30 seconds. switch sides  
and repeat.

outer hiP reliever

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Denise Austin’s

Workout Plan

Anti-Gravity 
Exercises
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Gravity-defying toning exercises can help you target and 
tone your specific trouble spots - you know, places like 
your thighs and the backs of your arms that may have 
started to sag and cause “mirror” anxiety. 

There are five areas of the body that tend to sag with age: 

 Your bust

 The backs of your upper arms

 Your waistline 

 Your buns

 The area right above your knees

These are definitely the over-40 problem spots! You can do 
my targeted toning exercises to supplement your regular 
Daily Doer routine to further transform the shape of your 
body. Remember the rule: If your muscles are toned and 
taut, nothing can droop or sag!

With these exercises, you’ll be creating resistance yourself 
by contracting or squeezing your target muscle during  
the move. Remember: Toning exercises are the key to 
changing the shape of your body. do these moves 2 to 
3 times per week for firmer muscles in as little as three 
weeks. If you want to use light dumbbells for some of 
these exercises, go ahead: the more tension on the  
muscle, the better the results!

Anti-Gravity Exercises

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Beautiful Bust Exercises
Strong chest muscles are essential for statuesque  
posture and to make breasts look more firm and lifted. For 
a younger, more feminine figure - regardless of your age 
-  do these chest exercises 2 to 3 times a week. For best 
results, be sure to keep your abdominals tight and don’t 
arch your lower back.

 

Have one foot in front of  
the other for balance and  
stability. Lean forward slightly. 
While holding your weights 
with wrists straight, begin with 
arms wide and rounded, elbows 
slightly bent. Then, with control, 
pull your arms toward one  
another, crossing the arms in 
front. Do 2 sets of 8 to 12  
repetitions, alternating. 

beneFits Firms and strength-
ens your pectorals (chest).

cleavaGe enhancer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Beautiful Bust Exercises 
 

Stand with your feet together, knees bent and back nice 
and straight. Place your arms in front, shoulder level with 
palms facing each other. Quickly, with a pulsing motion, 
press palms in and apart without actually touching hands 
together. do 20 to 25 tiny contractions, pulsing inward. 

beneFits Will give you a natural breast lift, toning the 
chest muscles.

bust line liFt

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Beautiful Bust Exercises 
 

Kneel and bring the heels of your palms together in front  
of your chest (or place your hands in prayer position).  
Press your hands together for IO seconds. Feel your  
chest muscles working. Relax for 5 seconds. repeat the 
sequence 3 to 4 times. 

beneFits Firms and tones your chest.

60-sEcond chEst dEvElopEr

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Beautiful Bust Exercises 
 

Clasp your fingers behind your neck. Pull your elbows  
back as far as you can. Hold for 10 seconds. Keeping your 
fingers clasped, try to bring your elbows together in front 
of you. Hold for 5 seconds. Release your hands and relax 
for 5 seconds. repeat the sequence 3 times.

chest stretch

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms
Your biceps (the front of your arms) get a workout every 
time you open a car door or lift a bag of groceries, but your 
triceps (the back of your arms) are rarely called to action 
in everyday life. Weak triceps muscles (and excess fat, of 
course) translate to that dreaded upper arm jiggle that’s 
difficult to hide. Here are some excellent exercises to help 
you banish those bat wings once and for all!

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms 
 

Stand with your feet together and knees bent for balance. 
Your arms will extend all the way out to the side from your 
body. Make two fists and twist the wrists down, then open 
the hands, palms facing up, and finish by lifting the arms 
up close to your ears, palms facing each other. Return to 
standing position and repeat these 3 moves 10 times for 
firmer arms. 

beneFits For firmer, sexier-looking arms.

arm series

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms 
 

Lunge from side to side with elbow extended, hands in 
fists with palms facing down. Use momentum and your 
hips with the lunging motion. Keep your arms and shoulder 
muscles strong while executing this strike. Do 15 sets  
using both elbows. 

beneFits Dodge the aging process by toning your  
upper body.

elbow strikes

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms 
 

In a seated or standing position 
with your abdominals tight and 
back straight, hold a weight in 
your right hand and raise your 
right arm so that your hand is 
directly over your right shoulder. 
Slowly bend your elbow and  
lower the weight behind your 
head, as shown, keeping your 
elbow as close to your head as 
possible. Squeeze the back of 
your arm as you raise your hand 
back over your head to the  
starting position. Do 2 sets of  
8 to 12 reps, then switch arms 
and repeat. 

beneFits Strengthens  
and tones your triceps- 
no more sag!

tricePs toner

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms 
 

Begin with your feet together, knees bent and lean slightly 
forward. Hold your weights with your palms facing in. With 
a slow movement, pull the weights back at a diagonal 
angle using your upper back, shoulders and biceps. Let 
your shoulders relax, then squeeze your shoulder blades 
together at the last second for extra-strength work in the 
back. do 2 sets of 8 to 12 repetitions. 

beneFits Fight back against gravity with this great  
exercise to help you firm up.

Double arm row

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms 
 

Stand with your feet together. Extend your arms straight 
behind you, elbows close in to your body, palms facing the 
ceiling. Focus on squeezing the back of your arms as you 
lift your palms up toward the ceiling. hold for 1 to 2 sec-
onds, then release briefly. repeat for a total of 1 minute.

60-sEcond tricEps tiGhtEnEr

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Awesome Arms 
 

Also known as the “Head Tilt.” Relax in a comfortable  
seated position. Right arm rests by your side. Your left  
fingertips gently tilt and pull your head sideways or  
toward your shoulder. Do other side. Then, with both 
hands, gently pull your head forward away from your body. 
hold each position for 15 seconds. 

beneFits Releases stress and tension from the neck  
and shoulders.

neck anD shoulDer stretch

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Amazing Abs
Soft, weak abdominal muscles can contribute to back pain 
and poor posture. The exercises on the following pages 
target your four main abdominal muscles (the rectus ab-
dominis, the transversus and the inner and outer obliques) 
to help you achieve a firmer, tighter belly. 

If you have weak abdominals, you may find these moves 
especially challenging at first, but they should get more 
doable as you develop your middle muscles. Remember: 
If you really want to see the effects of these toning ex-
ercises, you’ll need to get rid of some of the overlying fat 
through healthy eating and the aerobic exercises included 
in this e-book. Use the four tips below for getting the most 
out of your ab exercises:

durinG Floor ExErcisEs, kEEp your lowEr bAck prEssEd 
Firmly to the Floor throuGhout the movement.

slowEr is bEttEr to mAkE surE you’rE usinG your musclEs, 
not momentum.

Prevent strain on your neck anD uPPer back. Don’t Pull  
on thE bAck oF your hEAd to liFt up - usE your Abs instEAd.

exhale as you contract or “crunch” anD inhale as you  
rElEAsE; it’s kEy to A FlAt, Firm tummy.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Amazing Abs 
 

Lying on your back, lift your legs into the air, forming the 
letter L with your upper and lower body. Your arms will 
begin by your side. Then, with abdominal strength, lift up, 
reaching your hands to your feet. Make sure your legs stay 
still and your lower back is pressed into the floor to really 
isolate those ab muscles. try 20 of these, or as many as 
you can do. 

beneFits A great toner for the upper and lower abdominal 
region. Also, this is a good way for building a tall spine and 
good posture. 

ab reach

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Amazing Abs 
 

Begin on your back with both knees bent and arms  
overhead. Using the muscles in your torso, bring your left 
knee in toward your chest, at the same time reaching your 
right arm to your leg. switch sides and repeat 20 times. 

beneFits You’ll feel this working the rectus abdominis 
(the front part of your abs) and the obliques (the sides  
of your waist). A super exercise to target your entire  
middle section.

trunk stabilizer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Amazing Abs 
 

Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on the 
floor and place your hands behind your head for support. 
Contract your abdominals and press the small of your back 
into the floor as you lift your head and shoulders about 6 
inches from the floor. Twist slightly to the side, reaching 
your elbows to the outside of your right thigh. Hold and 
pulse (lift up and down slightly) for 5 to 10 seconds, try-
ing to keep your shoulders off the floor. Relax and repeat to 
the other side for one more set. Do 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps 
on each side. 

beneFits Tightens and tones your oblique muscles to 
create waistline contour.

waistline trimmer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Amazing Abs 
 

Balancing on your tailbone and seat, let your hands hold 
you up. Legs will extend in front, creating a V with the 
body. Pull knees into the chest, crossing at the ankles.  
Alternate the crossing of the ankles 8 to 12 times. 

beneFits This will isolate the upper and lower abdominal 
area and the entire waistline, with the variation included.

tummy tuck

variation An exercise to target the “love handles” or obliques area - keep the knees together and twist at the  
waist, knees pulling in alternating shoulders, also done 8 to 12 times. This is a challenging move.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Do-Anywhere 
60-Second Ab Firmer

I do this belly buster practically everywhere,  
including cars and airplanes!

Exhale as you “tuck in” your tummy 
and contract the abdominal muscles as hard as you can.

Hold for 3 to 5 seconds, then inhale as you release.

Repeat, contracting and relaxing for 1 minute.
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Amazing Abs 
 

Lie on your back with your arms stretched overhead. 
Stretch your hands away from your toes to lengthen your 
abdominal region. hold for 15 to 30 seconds. Try a rolled 
towel or exercise ball under your back for an extra stretch 
to create more length through the abdominals. 

beneFits Will give you a natural breast lift, toning the 
chest muscles.

abDominal stretch

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Better Buns
Most of us spend way too much time sitting in front of our 
TVs and computers or in our cars. Since your buttock mus-
cles go to work with every step you take, it’s no wonder our 
butts are getting soft and droopy! Strong gluteals, or but-
tock muscles, will give your derriere a wonderful shape. As 
you do these exercises, focus on contracting or squeezing 
your buttock muscles. Remember: If you don’t squeeze it, 
no one else will! 

 

Kneel on the floor on all fours, hands directly beneath your 
shoulders, knees beneath your hips. Keeping your back flat, 
abs tight and hips square to the floor, raise your right leg 
out, keeping it bent at a 90-degree angle, until your thigh 
is parallel to the floor. Slowly lower your knee back down 
to relax, and then back up again, squeezing your buttocks. 
continue until you’ve completed 2 sets of 8 to 12, then 
switch legs. To add resistance, use an ankle weight. 

beneFits Tones and firms your buttocks  
(gluteus maximus).

tush tiGhtener

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Better Buns 
 

You’ll want to start this in a push-up position on the 
palms of your hands and the balls of you feet - also known 
as the Plank Position. Abs are in. Back stays straight. 
Squeeze your buttocks. Lift one foot 6 to 8 inches off the 
floor and hold for 5 seconds. return to plank and repeat. 
Do 2 more sets. 

beneFits Anti-aging and anti-gravity for the rear end. 
Keep it up and firm! Also a great trunk stabilizer.

tush toner

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Better Buns 
 

Stand with one foot in front of the other and arms extend-
ed out to the sides. Bend front knee and point your back 
foot toward the floor so you’re balancing on your front leg. 
Bend the knee of your standing leg to lower yourself down 
slightly, squeezing your buttocks muscles. Now, lift and 
lower the back leg 8 to 12 times. relax and repeat with 
the other leg. (Don’t do these if you have bad knees.) If 
you’re a beginner, hold on to a wall or chair for balance. 

beneFits Isolates and strengthens your buttocks  
(gluteals); improves balance.

buns blaster

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Do-Anywhere 
60-Second Butt Blaster
A perfect exercise, whether you’re waiting in line at the store 

or in a chair at your doctor’s office! 

Squeeze your buttocks together for 5 seconds, 
then release. (This is equal to 1 squat).

Continue squeezing and releasing for 1 minute.
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Better Buns 
 

Sit with your legs crossed in front of you and reach your 
arms in front with both hands. Feel the stretch. Now gen-
tly walk your fingertips to the side over one knee and then 
the other. You should feel the stretch in your right buttock 
cheek and then the left buttock cheek. A pillow will help 
to cushion your tailbone, but is optional. hold for 10 to 15 
seconds in each direction.

best buns stretch

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Lovely Legs
These are some easy exercises to tighten and tone the 
muscles above your knees. Not only will these moves help 
you achieve sexy, lean legs, they can help prepare you for 
sports like tennis and skiing. They’re perfect for anyone 
with bad knees! 

 

Sit on the floor with your knees bent, feet on the floor.  
Slowly extend one leg straight in front of you, foot flexed, 
and tighten the top of your thigh. Lift leg 1 foot off the 
floor, then lower. do 8 to 12 reps with each leg. 

beneFits Strengthens and tones your quadriceps  
(front of your thighs).

quaDs sculPtor

variation For a beginner exercise, lean back on your elbows, fingers facing forward.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Lovely Legs 
 

Repeat the Quads Sculptor with toes turned out to the side 
to work the inner thighs. do 1 to 2 sets of 8 to 12 reps with 
each leg. 

beneFits Firms the inner part of your thighs, especially 
around the inner part of your kneecap.

inner thiGh shaPer

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Lovely Legs 
 

Lie on your side, left arm extended overhead. Right arm  
is bent, resting in front of your chest, supporting your  
upper body, fingertips touching the floor. Hips are stacked 
one on top of the other. Your right top leg swings forward, 
creating an L with your legs, then swing back with perfect 
control in the opposite direction. continue this fluid  
forward-and-back motion 8 to 10 times, keeping the  
pelvis in neutral position. Only the legs will be moving.  
Your middle and upper body should stay still. Squeeze the 
buttocks so that your back does not over-arch. relax and 
switch sides. 

beneFits Excellent toning for the front and back of the 
thighs. Also will strengthen your hips and the core of your 
body (the torso area).

leG swinG

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Lovely Legs 
 

Stand with feet about shoulder-width apart. Keep knees 
bent. Place the palms of your hands directly above the 
knees on the inner thigh area. Use your upper body for  
resistance and to create a degree of difficulty with this 
move at the same time your knees are pushing together. 
do 10 to 20 repetitions of the in-and-out movement. 

beneFits Targets the inner thighs, shaping and firming, 
just like a weight machine, but you’re using your own  
body for resistance, which adds upper body toning-chest, 
shoulders, biceps and triceps.

inner thiGh squeeze

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/


Do-Anywhere 
60-Second Quads Firmer

You can do this thigh toner whenever you’re sitting. 
Bonus: It strengthens the muscles surrounding your knees 

and promotes  circulation!

Extend one leg, foot flexed, up as high as possible.

Hold for 5 to 10 seconds.

Lower.

Repeat for a total of 1 minute.



Anti-Gravity Exercises

Lovely Legs 
 

First, to target the inner thighs, 
begin with your feet shoulder-
width apart, a soft bend in your 
knees for balance. Lift one leg 
up 6 inches off the floor with the 
instep of your foot facing up to 
the ceiling, squeezing and focus-
ing on your inner thigh. Repeat 
on other side. Next, to target the 
outer thighs, alternate a side, 
and lift toes barely off the floor. 
For balance, lean a little in the 
opposite direction of the leg you 
are lifting. Finally, lean slightly 
forward, alternating lifts behind 
you squeeze your glute (your 
rear) and the hamstring (back  
of your leg). Do 6 to 8 sets for 
both legs for each of these 
three exercises. 

beneFits Great for hips, thighs 
and buns. Reverse the aging 
process with these three  
exercises.

leG series

variation I’m using an exercise band wrapped around my ankles for greater resistance. If you don’t have  
one, don’t worry, you can do the same exercises with ankle weights. Or just use your own body weight for  
resistance, especially if you’re just starting out.

https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Anti-Gravity Exercises

Lovely Legs 
 

Stand with your feet together and hold on to a wall or 
a chair for balance. Bend your right knee behind you and 
hold your foot with your right hand. Gently pull your heel 
toward your buttocks and feel the stretch in the front  
of your thigh. hold for 15 to 30 seconds. switch legs  
and repeat.

quaD stretch

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DIS9Yf2M8kbaHjLbvoF_w
https://www.deniseaustin.com/
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Body Sense For Women

As you age, good health is less a  
matter of luck and more a matter of 
making smart choices. You have to 
take preventive measures and be 
more disciplined about health- 
related issues. 

Being proactive and taking steps 
NOW to head off health problems  
before they start is one of the  
smartest decisions we as women  
can make. Very small changes can 
turn out to be lifesavers.

Use the information in this section 
to learn more about my Body Sense 
Strategies For Women, from stress 
and sleep to medical care insight. I 
also cover health concerns to keep 
an eye on, and include information 
on breathing exercises - one of my 
favorite ways to address and manage 
unhealthy stress or give myself an 
energy boost when I need it!

The payoff will be enormous. Seize 
the moment. Take a breath, get that 
oxygen flowing and resolve to start 
today. You can do it! 
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Five Body-Sense Strategies 
For Women
To help create these five strategies, 
I’ve talked to experts from the  
American Heart Association, the 
American Cancer Society and  
other top authorities. I’ve asked  
them what works and what doesn’t, 
what’s harmful and what’s helpful, 
and I’ve used their answers to  
develop five simple strategies for  
defending yourself against common 
health problems.

If you’re the kind of person who  
gives thought to her health, you will 
probably discover that some of the 
healthy aging essentials discussed on 
the following pages are already part 
of your life. If so, it won’t be much 
trouble to add a few more. If not, 
make a resolution to start. They’re 
crucial to keeping you at the top of 
your form.

The five cover: 

 Stress

 Sleep

 Smoking

 Sun Exposure

 Medical Care

1. stress

According to the American Institute 
of Stress, 75 to 90 percent of all  
visits to primary-care physicians are 
stress-related complaints. The stress 
response - sometimes called the 
“fight-or-flight” response - enables 
humans to deal with brief physical 
changes. Your body releases  
hormones such as adrenaline and 
cortisol to increase your blood  
pressure and give you extra energy. 
This set of physiological responses 
is Mother Nature’s way of giving an 
instant shot of get-up-and-go. In 
response, your heart thumps. Your 
muscles tense. Your blood vessels 
constrict. Your hands tremble. Your 
face gets hot. You start to perspire. 

In the stressful world we live in,  
our bodies may activate the stress 
response chronically and often in 
response to psychological stressors. 
This can cause a variety of short-  
and long-term problems.
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Constant stress can result in  
serious, long-term consequences. 
Because it weakens your immune 
system, stress can make you more 
vulnerable to colds and can cause 
wounds to heal more slowly.  
Scientists have found that stress-
related diseases include depression, 
hypertension, atherosclerosis,  
ulcers, colitis and reproductive  
dysfunction. One study links emo-
tional stress caused by the loss of a 
loved one to an increased risk of early 
death from heart disease or cancer. 
Another suggests that people who 
suffer workplace stress are more 
likely to have a disorder in the body’s 
clot-dissolving system that can lead 
to the buildup of fatty deposits in  
the arteries.

Even if such devastating long-term 
effects don’t shorten your life, stress 
can reduce its quality. When you are 
constantly stressed, you can’t enjoy 
your life.

The following are coping techniques 
that can help to reduce the impact of 
stress on your body. These are some 
of my favorite strategies:

back off. When you start feeling 
stressed in any particular situation, 
stop, if you can, and ask yourself:  
“Is this situation truly important?  
Can I distance myself from it? Can I 
get control of it in any way? Is there 
good reason to spend energy getting 
upset about it?” If you have many 
or chronic stressful situations to 
deal with, would it be helpful for you 
to learn meditation techniques? Or 
could you consider counseling? 

Get moving. A report in  
the Annals of Behavioral Medicine 
confirms what dedicated exercisers 
like me have known for years:  
Working out can help reduce the 
physical effects of daily stress. 
Whether the exercise is a peppy jog or 
a soothing yoga routine, it will release 
mood boosting hormones called  
endorphins that help chase away 
your worries. Whenever I feel  
myself getting anxious - the airline 
lost my bag, the heating system has 
gone on the fritz again, or I’m going 
to have to argue with the customer 
service rep at the utility company -  
I try to force myself to take a break.
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I do some neck exercises, or I stand 
and do some stretches. Better yet, 
if possible I head outside and take a 
quick walk. Physical movement takes 
my mind off my problems and also 
gives my muscles a workout. That’s 
the beauty of exercise - it’s good for 
you in so many ways!

slow down. Meditate. The simple  
act of sitting quietly and clearing 
your mind of to-do lists, bills to pay,  
deadlines and all other thoughts  
has been shown to reduce the  
physical effects of stress and  
anxiety. For stress maintenance,  
try to meditate for at least five  
minutes daily. Find a peaceful place 
and use deep, controlled breathing 
to draw your consciousness inward 
and away from your everyday cares. 
Focus on a single object, such as a 
burning candle, or repeat a phrase 
in your head to keep your mind from 
wandering. This isn’t the time to start 
planning your Thanksgiving menu or 
have an imaginary conversation with 
the friend who hurt your feelings.  
It’s a time to let all of that negative 
energy go. I like meditating at the  
end of a tough day, right before  
bedtime. Before I know it, my body  
is relaxed, and I’m sinking into a  
blissful slumber.

breathe deeply. If you don’t have 
time for a full-fledged meditation, try 
this shortcut for any occasion when 
you feel anxious - before you have to  
make a presentation to your boss, 
say, or while you’re waiting to see 
the doctor. To slow down your racing 
heart and relax your body, take a few 
deep, long breaths. Draw the air into 
your abdomen, not the upper part of 
your chest. Feel your belly expand 
as you inhale, then release all that 
pent-up stress as you exhale. Within 
a minute you should feel the ten-
sion lessening. See page 166 for more 
breathing exercises to try when you 
are in various stressful situations.

write it down. Many studies have 
shown that putting your problems 
and concerns down on paper can 
help reduce stress and improve your
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outlook on life. Spend 5 to 10 min-
utes each day writing your deepest 
thoughts and emotions in a journal. 
Many people find it useful to write a 
quick letter to yourself outlining your 
feelings when there is an immediate 
crisis such as a fight with your sister 
or being told by your boss that there 
will be no raises this year. Writing 
down your thoughts helps you think 
more clearly and also gets the nega-
tive emotions out of your system.

Do a good deed. Turn negatives into 
positives by doing something kind  
for someone else. It can be some-
thing as small as helping an elderly 
person cross the street or assisting 
someone in the supermarket. I always 
help moms with strollers - I’ve been 
there. Go through your address book 
and call a friend you haven’t heard 
from in a while, just to say hello. Write 
a little “I love you” on a piece of paper 
and put it in your partner’s briefcase 
or suitcase for their next trip. It’s a 
nice surprise. Copy an old photo-
graph and send it to family members. 
The best gifts cost little and, what’s 
more, give you something back by 
raising your spirits.

laugh out loud. Studies have found 
that humor can help reduce tension 
and improve immune function. Some 
doctors have recommended that  
patients turn to humor as a relief  
for everything from depression to 
cancer. I Love Lucy reruns always  
get me giggling, or I watch another   
favorite comedy. 

talk it out. I’ve been blessed with  
a mother, three sisters, a brother  
and a husband who have been good 
listeners. I also have good friends 
with whom I share my life. When I’m 
feeling overwhelmed by work or have 
had some bad news, I turn to them 
for emotional support. Just know-
ing that they are there makes me feel 
better instantly. And in turn, I always 
want to be there for them. Talking out 
your problems helps you come up 
with rational solutions instead of just 
feeling overwhelmed. If you’re having 
a major crisis such as a divorce or  
serious illness, consider finding a 
counselor who can listen and give 
advice. Another point of view,  
whether it comes from a friend or a 
professional, is immensely valuable.
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2. sleeP

Do you constantly feel drained? Your 
body is trying to tell you something. 
Fatigue is a cry for help! We’ve all ex-
perienced the short-term effects of 
not getting enough shuteye. It makes 
us tired, lethargic, cranky and unable 
to concentrate. We’re more likely to 
have an accident or fall asleep at the 
wheel. Our skin looks dull and we de-
velop big, dark circles under the eyes. 
But sleep doesn’t simply improve our 
personality and make us look better.

Sleep is an essential ingredient of a 
healthy, fit lifestyle. While you sleep, 
your body gets rid of waste products 
and circulates minerals, vitamins and 
hormones. During sleep your body 
produces most of the infection-
fighting substances that help you 
recover from illness and injury. It also 
produces the natural human growth 
hormone that maintains and repairs 
muscles. 

Cutting back on sleep has many  
consequences. Lack of sleep:

 Increases the incidence of all kinds 
of illnesses, from the common cold 
to more serious immune-deficiency 
disorders.

 May hasten the onset of ailments 
such as hypertension and  
memory loss. 

 Upsets the body’s metabolism in 
the same fashion as aging, increas-
ing the risk of diabetes, high blood 
pressure and obesity.

Getting enough sleep is critical to 
enjoying good health. Even if you’re 
committed to exercising and fol-
lowing a sensible diet, you won’t get 
the full benefits of all your hard work 
if you don’t get your ZZZs. Cut out 
something else, but don’t skimp on 
the shut-eye. If you haven’t been 
getting enough, you’ll notice the  
difference right away. With the right 
amount of sleep, you’ll feel  
better, look better and be able to  
engage in life with renewed energy. 
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Of course, not all sleep is good sleep, 
and experts say quality is just as  
important as quantity. Create a sleep 
friendly environment with these 
strategies for achieving a good 
night’s rest:

skip the caffeine. Avoid caffeine and 
other stimulants for at least six hours 
before your scheduled bedtime. This 
means no coffee, no cola, no tea and 
no chocolate. And check medicine 
labels. Some over-the-counter  
medications are loaded with caffeine. 

don’t hit the sack until you’re ready 
to sleep. Do not balance your check-
book or correct your management 
presentation in bed. Only get in bed 
when you are ready to fall asleep.

stick to a routine. Our bodies  
respond to patterns. Try to go to bed 
at the same time each night and 
arise at the same time each morning. 
Sleeping late on weekends (or any 
day) disrupts sleep patterns and may 
leave you staring at the ceiling  
come nighttime.

Avoid alcohol. Alcohol alters your 
normal sleep patterns - not to  
mention those extra trips to the 
bathroom. No matter if you’ve spent 
eight hours in bed, you’ll still feel tired 
and groggy the following day. 

try aromatherapy. Essential oils, 
lotions or an aromatherapy diffuser 
are wonderful sources of soothing 
scents. Researchers have found that 
lavender is especially effective for 
insomnia. Try a lavender eye pillow or 
eye mask.

take a warm shower or bath. Warm 
water can help you relax by relieving 
tension and soothing tired muscles. 
Take a 30-minute bath a few hours 
before bed allowing for some cool-
down time. 

Remember: If you have chronic sleep 
problems, don’t shrug them off. Talk 
to your doctor. This may be caused 
by menopause, depression or other 
problems for which medical help may 
be available.
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3. smokinG

There’s no way around it, smoking 
just simply isn’t healthy and has no 
place in a healthy lifestyle. The price 
you’ll pay for smoking is enormous. 
Those little white sticks contain 
thousands of chemicals, including 
many that dramatically increase your 
risk for a host of life-threatening  
diseases. Among them are nicotine,  
a stimulant that not only keeps you 
addicted but also increases your 
blood pressure, and traces of poisons 
such as arsenic. 

Smoking may lower blood levels 
of antioxidants, which protect 
against many of the diseases of  
aging.  Smokers are at a higher risk  
of cataracts, lung cancer, heart  
attack, stroke, chronic bronchitis, 
emphysema and osteoporosis.

Because smoking decreases blood 
flow to the skin, researchers calculate 
that it is second only to sunbathing 
as a cause of premature aging of  
the skin. 

Even if you’ve been a chain-smoker 
for half your life, experts say that you 
can undo some of the damage to your 
arteries and lungs by quitting now. 
Within one to three years of grinding 
out your last butt, your heart disease 
risk could be cut in half, and your 
risk for lung cancer and emphysema 
could be significantly lower. But that 
doesn’t mean you can afford to wait a 
few years before stopping. Every time 
you light up, you make things a little 
bit worse.

Quitting is tough, but take heart: 
Many, many people have managed to 
do it. Talk with your physician about 
medications, and use the information 
and tips at the American Lung Asso-
ciation’s  website at www.lung.org to 
determine the best route for you. You 
can do it, and YOU ARE WORTH IT!
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4. sun exPosure

Direct sun exposure significantly 
increases your risk of skin cancer and 
cataracts. And if you want to know 
how well your skin will age, take into 
account your genes and how much 
time you spend catching the rays.

I was a sun junkie, growing up on the 
California coast, and like the rest of 
my friends, I used to slather myself in 
oil and bask in the sunshine, which, 
along with general aging, has left me 
with wrinkles. While I wouldn’t dream 
of going out in the sun today without 
some protection, for active women 
like me, staying out of the sun entirely 
is virtually impossible.

It’s also not a great idea. Everyone 
needs a little sun in her life! It lifts 
your spirits and it gives you a healthy 
dose of vitamin D. I believe 15 to 20 
minutes of outdoor sun without  
sunscreen and with some of your 
body parts, such as arms or legs, 
unclothed to be a great way to soak 
in the good vitamin D for that short 
period of time. 

Other than that, wear a wide-brimmed 
hat and sunglasses and long sleeves 
and pants when you will be in the 
sun for longer. Also be sure to use 
sunscreen with at least an SPF of 15. 
You should be using the amount that 
would fill a shot glass to apply to your 
body and face - it seems like a lot, but 
that’s what is recommended! 

Wearing a hat - and sunglasses,  
of course - also cuts your risk of  
cataracts, which are caused by  
frequent exposure to the sun’s  
ultraviolet rays. In addition, scientists 
believe that vitamins C and E and  
carotenoids (most often found in 
dark, green leafy vegetables) helps 
prevent cataracts, so make sure to 
eat those leafy greens!
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5. Get the best meDical care

Having a regular checkup once a year 
is the best anxiety reliever I can think 
of. Instead of focusing solely on a 
single symptom, you can discuss all 
aspects of your health. In talking  
with you, your doctor can note any 
changes in your health and lifestyle 
habits that you may not have noticed 
and order whatever tests are appro-
priate at your age. Having a regular 
consultation with a professional will 
help you take better care of yourself. If 
something unusual does subsequent-
ly turn up, you have the assurance 
that you’ve been checked recently 
and chances are you’re okay; also, 
you’ll have someone to turn to who’s 
familiar with your medical history.

Give yourself a regular checkup as 
your birthday present to yourself. It’ll 
make you feel great - and you’ll never 
forget when you’re due next. Here are 
some ways to get the best medical 
care you can:

choose the right doctor. If you feel 
comfortable with your doctor, you’ll 
be more likely to go on a regular  
basis. Finding the right doctor may 
require some time and effort, but the 
results will be worth it! A good doctor

should relate to you as a person and 
ask questions about your lifestyle 
and any emotional issues that might 
be relevant to get a complete picture. 
The doctor shouldn’t make you feel 
rushed during an office visit. 

Bottom line: Use common sense and 
follow your instincts. If you feel un-
sure about a doctor, find another one. 
It is important to be very candid when 
you are a patient, and you may not 
be inclined to do that with someone 
who doesn’t make you comfortable. 
Worse, a distant and unempathetic  
doctor may make you even more 
anxious than you would ordinarily 
be. And although warmth and kind-
ness are no guarantee of a doctor’s 
competence, it stands to reason that 
someone who cares about people will 
take more interest in every case.

make the most of each visit. Visiting 
the doctor is an anxiety-producing 
experience for many people, but it’s 
like cleaning up your files or similar 
good-for-you responsibilities. Once 
it’s over, you’ll feel terrific. Make the 
most of the visit by planning for it. 
Don’t keep your concerns from your 
doctor. Before the visit, make a list of 
anything that’s troubling you: 
headaches, stomach upsets, rashes,
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whatever - and jot down the details 
that the doctor will want to know: 
dates of each occurrence, frequency 
and any other facts that may shed 
light on the problem, such as what you 
were eating before a symptom arose. 
Write down any questions you may 
have. And take notes when the doctor 
gives you answers and instructions. 

It’s amazing how easily you can  
forget what the doctor says,  
particularly if you’re a little nervous. 
Keep those notes for your medical 
history book. If the problem recurs 
-”Didn’t I have that rash before?  
What cream did I use?” - it will be very 
useful to have a record. (This is handy 
advice for moms, too. Not only is it 
hard to recall details, it’s amazing  
how you can forget which child had 
what ailment and when.)

be totally open. Don’t hold back your 
concerns or questions about intimate 
problems or be afraid to reveal that 
you smoke or drink. Physicians aren’t 
there to judge you but to help you. 
Conditions that you may find embar-
rassing, such as pain during inter-
course or urinary incontinence, can 
often be easily treated or can at least 
shed light on your medical condition. 
Get involved in the process. Ask

questions, do research, and come 
prepared. While the internet is a  
wonderful source of information, try 
not to jump to conclusions with self- 
diagnoses - it can lead to undue 
stress of “worst case scenario.” If you 
have been diagnosed, then read up 
on available treatments and discuss 
with your doctor. Your informed point 
of view will help ensure that you get 
the best possible treatment.

keep track of your family medical 
history. Keep a medical “resume”  
of your family’s history as well as  
your own illnesses, injuries,  
hospitalizations and surgeries  
from childhood to the present. Keep 
other medical information, such as 
notes you take after doctors’ visits 
and any X-ray films that you are  
given, in the same place.

keep up to date on medical tests. 
Early detection is key in addressing 
and treating all sort of medical  
conditions. After the age of 40, you 
should talk with your physician about 
how often to test for the following:

 Blood Pressure

 Cholesterol Levels

 Glucose

 Pap Smear

 Colorectal Cancer

 Breast Cancer

 Skin Cancer

 Bone Density

 Vision Health
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othEr AFtEr-40 hEAlth  
concerns

Your family history, lifestyle or any 
unusual symptoms may mean that 
you need to talk to your doctor about 
one or more of the following health 
concerns.

thyroid health

The thyroid gland, located inside  
the neck, is a very influential little 
organ. It releases two hormones that 
control heart rate, body temperature 
and the speed with which the body 
burns calories. These hormones also 
affect strength, appetite, mood, brain 
function, and skin and hair texture.

Some 13 million Americans - most  
of them women - suffer from an over- 
or underactive thyroid. And because 
this gland has so much responsibility, 
it can create a whole slew of prob-
lems if it’s not working right. Hypo-
thyroidism, or an underactive thyroid, 
can cause fatigue, memory loss and 
sudden weight gain and may create 
what appears to be psychologically 
caused depression. Untreated, it can 
also raise cholesterol levels.

Hyperthyroidism, an overactive  
thyroid, puts the body in overdrive. 

Symptoms include a racing heart, 
anxiety, heart arrhythmia, weight 
loss, bone loss and muscle weakness. 
Women with hyperthyroidism may 
also have sleep problems. Since many 
of these symptoms are subtle and 
can mimic other problems,  
thyroid problems often go undiag-
nosed. Fortunately, new blood tests 
can detect the slightest rise or dip in  
hormone levels, and anyone with a 
family history of thyroid problems 
should be tested. Ask your doc-
tor if you should have your thyroid 
checked if you are experiencing any 
unusual symptoms.

varicose veins

Starting in your 40s, you may begin 
to discover little purple or red squig-
gles, like a spiderweb, on your ankles 
or legs. These spider veins, as they 
are called, are the teasers for vari-
cose veins, which is the main event. 
Both are caused by the same factors 
and both can occur anywhere on the 
body but usually show up on the legs.

In healthy veins blood travels toward 
the heart, helped by resilient vein 
walls and one-way valves that  
combat gravity’s downward pull. 
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But defective valves or a weakness 
in the vein walls sometimes allows 
blood to flow backward and pool in 
the vein so it bulges under the skin, 
creating a ropelike pattern. 

Spider veins may cause dull aches. 
Varicose veins typically cause tired, 
achy and heavy-feeling legs and,  
in some cases, night cramps. There 
is no known cause for varicose veins, 
but there seems to be a congenital 
link and some connection to female 
hormones, possibly including links to 
pregnancy or birth control pills. 

Varicose veins occasionally cause 
serious complications. These include 
leg swelling and phlebitis (inflamma-
tion and clotting), which can be dis-
abling and painful. On rare occasions 
blood clots that occur in varicose 
veins can dislodge and travel to the 
lungs. Sudden pain, redness, swelling 
or warmth of the leg should be re-
ported to your doctor immediately.

A problem with varicose veins is  
progressive, and they can’t be  
prevented, but you can minimize  
their effects.

7 ways to help prevent  
varicose veins 

Body Sense For Women

try not to stanD in one Place 
For lonGEr thAn 15 minutEs, And 
avoiD sittinG For more than 30 
minutes at a time

iF you have a Family history  
oF vAricosE vEins And/or  
you stAnd A lot At work, wEAr  
suPPort hose

wear suPPort socks or hose 
whEn FlyinG, visitinG hiGh  
altituDes anD DurinG the last 
two trimesters oF PreGnancy

exercise such as walkinG anD 
bicyclinG helPs to DeveloP the 
PumPinG motion oF the calF 
muscles anD boost circulation 
in the leGs

avoiD exercises that cause  
suddEn, prolonGEd musclE con-
trAction, such As hEAvy wEiGht 
liFtinG with thE lEGs. instEAd,  
Do exercises that involve more 
rePetition with less weiGht.

iF you noticE swollEn AnklEs, 
sleeP with your leGs uP on a 
pillow, hiGhEr thAn your hEArt

maintain a healthy weiGht
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ovarian cancer

There is no infallible test for ovarian 
cancer, and the warning signs are 
subtle, partially because the ovaries 
are located so deep inside the  
pelvis. Usually this cancer is detected 
only after a surgical examination and 
a biopsy, at which point it may have 
already spread. Only 25 percent of 
cases are discovered in stage I, when 
it is confined to one or both ovaries.

However, at age 40 the likelihood of 
getting ovarian cancer is only 15.7 per 
100,000 women. The risk increases 
when you’re over 60, rising to 54 per 
100,000 at age 79. You are at higher 
risk if a member of your immediate 
family (mother, sister and/ or daugh-
ter) has been diagnosed with the dis-
ease; if you have a personal history 
of breast cancer or the genetic mark-
ers for breast and ovarian cancer; if 
you are of Ashkenazi Jewish descent 
and have a genetic marker; and/or if 
you’ve never been pregnant. 

More than 25,000 American women 
will be diagnosed with ovarian cancer 
this year. Thanks to new treatments, 
survival rates have soared. Talk with 
your doctor if you are experiencing 
any of these warning symptoms for 
more than one month:

ovarian cancer warning signs

vAGuE, chronic GAstrointEsti-
nAl discomFort, such As GAs, 
nausea or inDiGestion

FrEquEnt And/or urGEnt nEEd 
to urinate

chanGe in bowel habits

abnormal vaGinal bleeDinG

Pelvic or abDominal swellinG 
that may or may not be accom-
PanieD by Pain

loss oF aPPetite or FeelinG 
Full aFter even a liGht meal

unexPlaineD FatiGue

Pain DurinG intercourse

shortness oF breath
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menopause

If you are in your 40s, chances are 
menopause is still down the road a 
ways. Though some women become 
menopausal as young as 35, the av-
erage woman in this country reaches 
menopause at 51, though no one can  
predict exactly when it will happen. 
There is no correlation between the 
age at which you start your period 
and the age you reach menopause,  
or between menopause and your 
race, height, number of children you 
have or whether or not you took birth 
control pills. There may be some  
correlation with the age your mother 
was at when she achieved meno-
pause, and it appears that smokers 
and former smokers can reach  
menopause two years earlier than 
nonsmokers.

What we call menopause is in fact 
several different stages. The earliest 
is perimenopause, which usually  
begins in your late 40s and lasts  
several years. This is when symptoms 
begin: irregular periods, spotting, 
night sweats and/or hot flashes.

Technically, menopause is the  
moment in time when your ovaries 
run out of eggs. Every woman starts 
out with a lifetime’s supply, and then 

over the years she runs out. At meno-
pause, your period stops for good. 

It will take a full 12 months of not 
having a period before you are con-
sidered in menopause - this 12 month 
range is called perimenopause.

This time frame, from perimenopause 
through permanent cessation of 
menstrual periods, can last for years 
- a time that, for some women, can 
become an emotional roller coaster, 
as they feel alternately moody, sad or 
out of control. These unpredictable  
emotions occur because when you 
run out of eggs, you also stop pro-
ducing the sex hormones estrogen, 
progesterone and testosterone. 

Many women also suffer unset-
tling physical side effects such as 
hot flashes, fatigue, vaginal dryness 
or difficulty sleeping. Talk with your 
physician about ways to manage and 
alleviate these side effects - many 
methods are available, and she will 
work with you to find the one that fits  
your needs.

Hot flashes are a common side  
effect of menopause; try the tips on 
the next page.
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hot Flash help pelvic muscles

Women may have feelings of  
weakness in the pelvis after  
childbirth or due to hormonal  
changes related to pregnancy or 
menopause. The common cause is 
prolapsed uterus, a stretching of the 
ligaments and tissues that normally 
keep the womb in place. One result 
may be stress incontinence - that  
involuntary trickle of urine that 
comes when you laugh, cough, 
sneeze or strain. Another may be that 
during intercourse, the muscles of 
the vagina don’t seem as “tight” to 
your partner.

Any such problem should be reported 
to your doctor, who may prescribe 
some other form of medication or 
recommend surgery. One simple  
way to reduce the problem is to avoid 
bladder irritants and diuretics such  
as artificial sweeteners, fruit juices, 
alcohol, carbonated beverages, cof-
fee, tea and other caffeinated drinks. 
If the problem is mild, the solution is 
often Kegel exercises.

iF you’re stanDinG uP or  
ExErcisinG, Find A plAcE to sit 
anD breathe DeePly until the 
Flash Passes

drEss in lAyErs (so you cAn 
pEEl oFF clothinG As nEEdEd)

drink plEnty oF wAtEr, hErbAl 
tEAs And othEr non-cAFFEinAt-
eD liquiDs

eliminate or cut back on  
cAFFEinE, Alcohol, suGAr And 
sPicy FooDs

Get reGular massaGes anD  
meDitate to keeP stress levels 
in check

buy yoursElF A pErsonAl FAn, 
anD Don’t be embarrasseD to 
usE it! 

Don’t smoke
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With the easy-to-do Kegel exercises, 
you may be able to prevent this prob-
lem before it arises or get relief once 
it exists. Sixty percent of women who 
do Kegels report significant improve-
ment and 15 to 20 percent return to 
normal bladder function.

how to do A kegel

For best results, do these for two 
minutes, two to three times a day  
and prior to or during any activity 
that usually causes leakage.  
Remember: To strengthen your  
pelvic floor muscles, you must  
work them harder than they’re used 
to. If you continue challenging them, 
you should see a change in as little  
as three to four weeks.

Ready to get cracking on those  
Kegels? Let’s go.

steP 1: FinD your tarGet muscles

These muscles are a lot harder to 
locate than your biceps! You’ll need a 
little practice.

1 Sit or stand. Without tensing the 
muscles of your legs, buttocks or 
belly, imagine that you’re trying to 
hold back gas or a bowel move-
ment. Try to isolate and tighten 
the ring of muscle around your 
vagina and your anus. Make sure 
you are not using the muscles of 
your abdomen or buttocks - put 
your hands on them, and if you feel 
movement, continue to experiment 
until you have isolated the pelvic 
floor muscles.

2 When urinating, empty your blad-
der partially, then try to stop or 
slow the flow of urine in midstream. 
The muscles that you use to do 
this are your pelvic floor muscles. 
Then relax and completely empty 
your bladder. Repeat this test twice 
a month to see if your pelvic floor 
muscles are getting stronger. With 
time it should get easier, and you 
will be able to contract these mus-
cles for longer periods of time.

stEp 2: strEnGthEn thosE musclEs!

When you start these exercises, do 
the Kegels lying down to reduce 
stress on your muscles. Lie on your 
back and bend your knees or elevate 
your feet on a pillow. You should be 
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comfortable and your legs should 
be relaxed, since tensing your other 
muscles or holding your breath will 
make it difficult for the pelvic floor 
muscles to work correctly.

Working from back to front, tighten 
your pelvic floor muscles and count to 
four slowly. Then release. The rest of 
your body should be completely re-
laxed. Do not tighten your abdominal, 
thigh or buttock muscles. Exhale as 
you contract, inhale as you release. 
Stop and rest when you are no longer 
performing each contraction properly.

As you get stronger, you can do  
these exercises anywhere - sitting  
or standing, while watching TV or 
waiting for a bus.

The Importance Of  
Breathing: Eight  
Breathing Exercises

If there’s one thing you probably 
thought you were doing right, it’s 
breathing. There’s a way to do it bet-
ter: As you breathe, you pump oxy-
gen to all the cells and muscles of 
your body. The deeper you breathe, 
the more oxygen you take in, whether 
you’re walking on a treadmill or sitting 
in front of a computer. Breathing the 
right way will result in an increased 
oxygen intake that can buy you more 
energy, less stress, a clearer mind 
and better health in general.

There’s more to deep breathing than 
simply filling your lungs with air. The 
following eight breathing techniques 
that offer benefits ranging from a 
quick pick-me-up to lowering blood 
pressure. Try to do five to ten breath-
ing exercises a day, either different 
ones or the same one, depending on 
how you’re feeling.

Whenever possible, do them in a  
quiet, relaxed setting. If possible, turn 
off the phone ringer, shut down your 
computer and loosen your clothing. 
(Caution: If you have heart disease, 
high blood pressure or have had a 
stroke, consult your doctor before 
trying a technique that involves  
holding your breath.)
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breathinG exercises:  
the basics

Abdominal breathing. This is good 
for instant relaxation and also the 
starting point for several exercises 
that follow.

 Lie down on your back or sit  
comfortably.

 Place your hands on your abdomen.

 Inhale slowly and deeply, breathing 
air all the way down into the lower 
lobes of your lungs. As these fill 
with air, your lower belly should ex-
pand like a balloon. (Keep one hand 
on it so you can feel this  
happening.)

 Exhale slowly, allowing your  
abdomen to deflate as your body 
releases stale air.

 Inhale easily. Feel your belly  
expand again.

 Repeat for 3 to 5 minutes.

yogic breathing. This ancient  
technique promotes calmness and 
clarity of thought.

 Sit in a comfortable position (in a 
chair or cross-legged on the floor).

 Begin with 1 to 2 minutes of Ab-
dominal Breathing.

 Close your right nostril with your 
right thumb and inhale through 
your left nostril for 2 counts.

 Close your left nostril with your 
right ring finger and hold your 
breath for 8 counts. (Both  
nostrils are now closed.)

 Open your right nostril and exhale 
through it for 4 counts.

 Inhale through your open right  
nostril for 2 counts.

 Close your right nostril and hold 
your breath for 8 counts.

 Open your left nostril and exhale 
through it for 4 counts.

 Repeat for 3 to 8 minutes.

note: Your counts should be slow and  
consistent. If you feel fidgety, rock your body 
back and forth slowly.
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breathinG exercises:  
restorative breathinG

the morning revitalizer. Doing this 
exercise before you get out of bed 
each morning will help fill you with 
energy and make you more produc-
tive throughout the day. Follow it 
with some energizing stretches for 
the ultimate wake-me-up.

note: Keep your eyes open throughout  
the exercise.

 Lie on your back in bed.

 Inhale through your nose as you 
raise your arms straight up toward 
the ceiling.

 Exhale through your mouth as  
you let your arms drop back onto 
the bed.

 Slowly repeat the last 2 steps  
6 times.

 Exhale forcefully through your 
mouth while pulling your tummy in, 
then sit up.

 Inhale through your nose and reach 
your hands toward the ceiling.

 Exhale through your mouth as 
you pull your hands down to your 
shoulders and make tight fists.

 Repeat the last 2 steps 4 times.

 When you feel ready, swing your 
feet out of bed and move forward 
with enthusiasm and energy!

blood pressure reducer. Any relax-
ing type of breath can help control 
and reduce high blood pressure.

 Sitting comfortably in a quiet 
place, relax with a few Abdominal 
Breaths: 4 counts in, 8 counts out.

 Inhale to about two-thirds lung  
capacity for about 4 counts.  
(Inhaling to only two-thirds of your 
maximum will help prevent an un-
intentional rise in blood pressure.)

 Hold for 8 counts.

 Exhale for 8 counts.

 Continue the two-thirds breaths for 
3 to 8 minutes.
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the stress buster. This technique 
helps you let go of anxiety and ten-
sion. Do it hourly, whenever you’re at 
work or under a lot of pressure. 

 Lie down on your back or sit up in 
a comfortable chair where you will 
not be disturbed.

 Relax with several Abdominal 
Breaths, breathing in for 4 counts, 
allowing your abdomen to balloon 
as the lower part of your lungs fills 
with air, then exhaling for 8 counts.

 Relax your feet as you exhale 
through your mouth with a loud 
sigh: “AHHHHHHhhhhhhhh.”

 Take a few Abdominal Breaths.

 Take a deep breath through your 
nose and hold it as you tense  
your calves.

 Relax your calves as you exhale 
through your mouth with a loud 
sigh: “AHHHHHHhhhhhhhh.”

 Repeat for each area of the body, 
working from your feet up to your 
thighs, buttocks, abdomen, fingers, 
forearms, upper arms, shoulders 
and face.

note: If you have limited time, mentally scan 
your body and focus your breath directly into 
the spots that feel tense. Try to move the af-
fected area if possible-for example, shrug your 
shoulders or roll your neck.

the mood booster. Try this breath 
whenever you’re down in the dumps 
or feeling low-energy and blah.

 Stand with your arms at your sides, 
relaxed and with good posture.

 On a slow, steady inhalation, raise 
your arms horizontally until they’re 
even with your shoulders.

 Move your arms in front of you.  
Finally raise your arms over your 
head.

 Exhale sharply through your mouth 
- make a “ha!” sound while simulta-
neously dropping your head, neck 
and arms. Your body should be 
loose at the moment of exhalation.

 Repeat 3 to 5 times. 
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the Energizer. Beat the three o’clock 
doldrums with this uplifting trick.

 Do 1 to 2 minutes of Abdominal 
Breathing.

 Place your finger on your right nos-
tril gently to help close its air flow.

 Take a deep, long breath in.

 Expel air through your left nostril, 
using short, forceful exhalations, as 
you pull in your abdominal muscles. 
Continue this staccato exhalation 
until your lungs are completely 
empty.

 Repeat 10 times.

 Do 1 minute of Abdominal Breaths.

 Inhale to about two-thirds of your 
lung capacity and hold it as long as 
comfortable before exhaling.

 Repeat the staccato breaths 10 
times through your right nostril, 
placing your finger on your  
left nostril.

 Finish with 1 minute of  
Abdominal Breaths.

Ease the pain. This breathing  
technique can help whether you have 
chronic back pain or you have merely 
stubbed your toe.

 Close your eyes and keep them 
closed throughout.

 Begin with an Abdominal Breath.

 Imagine pain leaving your body  
like a vapor or stream of color with 
each exhalation.

 Imagine your incoming breath  
traveling to the area of discomfort 
like a soothing balm.

 Release tension by wiggling various 
parts of your body as you breathe 
in and out.

 Release any emotion related to 
your pain by crying or sighing loud-
ly. Don’t keep this emotion bottled 
up. Let go of those painful feelings!

 Repeat for 4 to 8 minutes.

 As soon as you’re ready, open your 
eyes. Stretch your arms and legs 
before getting up.
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calm your nerves. This instantly 
soothing exercise can minimize  
tension, whether you’re stuck in  
line or fighting a traffic jam. Or try it 
right before bed and you’ll sleep like  
a baby!

 Do deep Abdominal Breaths with 
long, slow exhalations.

 As you exhale, let go of any tension 
that you’re holding in your body. 
Picture aggravation and worry 
drifting away with each exhalation.

 Imagine that with each inhala-
tion you are filling your body with 
strength and the ability to solve 
problems.

 Realize that impatience will not get 
you to the head of the line faster. It 
will only make the time seem longer 
and increase your aggravation.

 Think of those around you as fellow 
human beings who are working to 
the best of their abilities.

 Continue breathing in and out as 
you imagine how great it would be 
if everyone else were relaxed and 
trying new ways to be patient  
and efficient.

As you age, good health is less a mat-
ter of luck and more a matter of mak-
ing smart choices. You have to take 
preventive measures and be more 
disciplined about health-related is-
sues. The payoff is enormous. You 
can do it! Be proactive. Take steps 
now to head off health problems be-
fore they start. Very small changes 
can turn out to be lifesavers. You’ve 
got years ahead of you to see those 
changes pay off, and it’s critical you 
make time for them - starting right 
now! 

You can always find more health 
advice on DeniseAustin.com and 
through my free email newsletters!
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I’m a true believer in a positive, think-
young attitude. It’s a crucial part of 
my formula for creating happiness 
in every facet of your life. A positive 
outlook can help minimize the stress 
that leads to illness, prevent frown 
lines that make you look old and dour, 
and make you the type of person that 
others - old or young - enjoy spend-
ing time with. But a positive outlook 
doesn’t come naturally for everyone. 
Just like good exercise, nutritious eat-
ing and healthy habits, it can require 
thought and effort. In this chapter I’ll 
share with you my very own secrets 
for developing a healthy attitude and 
getting more out of life. You’ll also 
learn how to eliminate the negative 
thoughts that may be preventing you 
from leading a full, active life or that 
may be sabotaging your efforts to trim 
down and stay in shape.

The mind-body connection is con-
trolled by a master gland called the 
hypothalamus. This all-important 
connector is located where your brain 
and spinal cord join. Together with 
your hypothalamus, a complex set of 
nerves and biochemicals sends mes-
sages back and forth between your 
brain and the rest of your body. The 
key is sending the right messages.

For 5,000 years yoga practitioners 

have preached the power of the mind 
to improve physical health. Scientific 
research also suggests the incredible 
impact that a positive attitude can 
have on your immune system. People 
with optimistic outlooks have fewer  
illnesses and recover from injuries 
and diseases more quickly. According 
to one study, optimists can live  
as much as 20 percent longer than 
pessimists. The choice could be yours: 
You can think yourself sick or think 
yourself well.

How often do you hear yourself say, “I 
won’t;” or “I can’t” or “I don’t?” “I won’t 
try tofu.” “I can’t lose weight.” “I don’t 
like to exercise.” If you’re like most 
people, you use negatives as a shield 
against new experiences. If you don’t 
take risks, you’ll have nothing to lose, 
right? Wrong! As the saying goes, the 
only things that you regret in life are 
the things that you don’t do. So start 
right now by announcing to the world:

    i can         i will         i am

Make these words your new mantras. 
Repeat them to yourself several times 
a day. Believe that anything is pos-
sible! As you embark on your Stop The 
Clock program, follow these tips for 
staying young at heart:
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1. simPliFy your liFe

As employees, spouses and  
caretakers, it seems like there’s  
always something demanding our 
time and attention. When stress  
levels soar, healthy habits often go 
out the window. 

Stress is often the result of time  
deficiency. To prevent those stress 
situations from happening, try to  
keep tabs on your time with these 
suggestions:

Get organized. An hour spent  
organizing your office or living  
quarters can save you a lot of frus-
tration and make you more efficient 
and productive. Lists also help. At the 
start of each month I sit down with 
my calendar to plot out the coming 
weeks. It  only about 15 to 20 minutes.

set boundaries. Many of us pride  
ourselves on our productivity and 
time spent helping others. But you 
need to be realistic. Think about what 
you’re actually able to do, and do well, 
in the time that you have. When you 
try to do too much, you often end up 
cutting corners, which can lead to  
aggravating mistakes. Instead, try 
limiting yourself to a few activities

and do them well. It’s hard to say no, 
especially when you’re used to say-
ing yes. But your guilt won’t last as 
long as the stress that comes from 
overextending yourself and not doing 
anything well.

Eliminate hidden time eaters. Take a 
close look at your routine to determine 
where you may be wasting precious 
minutes. Do you make multiple trips to 
the grocery store during the week or 
spend a lot of time getting dressed in 
the morning? Learn to streamline your 
routine, and you’ll find the time you 
need to do things like exercise, eat 
right and get enough sleep. 

learn to delegate. Whether you’re at 
home or in the office, don’t hesitate 
to ask for help. It isn’t a sign of weak-
ness. It’s a smart way to free yourself 
up for more important tasks, such 
as exercising or providing balanced 
meals for your family. At home, I give 
my girls the job of setting the table 
(and have learned not to care if the 
spoons are in the wrong place). After 
dinner, my husband Jeff pitches in by 
washing pots and putting the dishes 
in the dishwasher. He’s happy to do it 
- by now, I don’t even have to ask!

Motivation And Inspiration
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2. believe in yourselF

If I didn’t believe in myself, I wouldn’t 
be where I am today. I didn’t wake up 
one day and have my own national 
TV show. It was a long, arduous road, 
and I suffered a lot of rejection along 
the way.

Self-confidence isn’t something that 
is automatic for most of us - so we 
have to work to continually build and 
reinforce it. We all need to accept the 
fact that we’re not perfect. Everyone 
has bad hair days, days when you 
change outfits a hundred times and 
still don’t like what you see. It’s just a 
part of life. You can’t expect a com-
plete attitude adjustment overnight. 
But you can start taking baby steps 
toward a better self-image. Perfec-
tionism is a common problem with 
women, and it can lead to feelings 
of depression. Remember, you’re not 
perfect - you’re just the perfect ver-
sion of you!

The first step is to focus on your 
gifts. If you don’t know your gifts, ask 
someone close to you to tell you what 
they like about you. Which of your 
qualities stand out as being special 
and unique? Write their comments 
down on an index card. Review the 
list every morning before getting out 

of bed and every night before going 
to sleep.

You are an incredible, unique indi-
vidual with much to offer. So focus 
on what you are instead of what you 
aren’t. Reprogram that little voice 
way down inside you with positives. 
Replace than say “fat” or “unattract-
ive,” think “smart, funny, interesting, 
motivated, giving, beautiful.” Try to 
erase any memories of feeling like a 
failure or being embarrassed. Keep 
reminding yourself of your successes, 
no matter how small, and all that you 
give to your family and others.

Remind yourself of your attributes 
whenever you start feeling doubt or 
insecurity. Remember that you ARE 
WORTH IT! 

3. stay connecteD

Whether you’re a 40-year-old mom or 
a housebound senior, it’s important 
to have friends and loved ones that 
you can count on for advice and who 
appreciate your opinions and efforts. 
This kind of positive support system 
is particularly crucial when you’re 
making major lifestyle changes like 
starting an exercise program or trying 
to lose weight. Who better to share 
concerns about nagging personal

Motivation And Inspiration
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problems with than your sister or a 
trusted friend?

Taking time to maintain or build 
healthy relationships isn’t selfish it’s 
a vital part of the anti-aging equa-
tion. Whom I spend my time with has 
become  more and more important to 
me as I get older. Why waste all that 
precious time and energy on people 
who make you feel bad about your-
self? While positive relationships can 
make life more interesting, exciting 
and fun, negative relationships do 
just the opposite. They suck the life 
out of you. Literally. Take a moment 
right now to think about the people 
who surround you at work, at home 
and socially. Would you character-
ize them as optimists or pessimists? 
Do they make you feel good or sad? 
Relationships should be positive and 
invigorating forces in our lives. So if 
you’re not getting the love and sup-
port you need, it’s time to go out and 
find it.

4. reach out to others

What could be more spiritually up-
lifting than doing something nice 
for another person? Being altruistic 
doesn’t have to mean donating your 
life savings to charity. The best gifts 
in life are free - and they give back 

times three! Here are a few ways to 
reach out to those around you:

volunteer. Spend a Saturday with 
your kids cleaning up a local park 
or lend a hand at your local soup 
kitchen. The community will benefit, 
and so will your muscles as you rake 
leaves or dish up dozens of meals! 
You’ll realize how lucky you are and all 
that you have to offer. You’ll feel ap-
preciated and learn to revel in the joy 
of small gestures. 

help your children. Chaperone the 
high school dance. Become a Girl 
Scout leader. Be an assistant coach 
for your son’s soccer team. Your 
children will see the importance of 
involvement, leadership and partici-
pation - and you’ll gain inspiration to 
get off the couch along with priceless 
bonding opportunities. Don’t have 
kids? No problem. Become a Big Sis-
ter or volunteer at the local school.

be a good listener. Listening may 
be the ultimate example of selfless 
living - and it’s a gift that you can 
bestow every day. It can be tough to 
sit and listen to someone else’s prob-
lems without jumping in and trying to 
solve them. Remember that the per-
son doing the talking may not want 
advice - she simply may want to get

Motivation And Inspiration
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her troubles off her chest. The best 
way to help may be to listen without 
offering your two cents.

5. roll with the Punches

Whenever the road of life gets a little 
bumpy, picture yourself gliding over 
the potholes. Instead of pulling down 
the shades and hiding or freaking out, 
search for solutions. You have the 
power to solve almost any problem 
that comes your way. So don’t waste 
energy sweating the small stuff - 
save it for more important tasks like 
working out or cheering your daugh-
ter on at her big softball game.

If you find yourself reacting to a 
stressful situation rather than roll-
ing with it, do what I do-take a time-
out. To calm yourself, try taking some 
deep breaths (see the breathing ex-
ercises on page 166 for more insight) 
or doing some soothing stretches. 
Then imagine yourself floating in a 
beautiful, tropical blue sea or sitting 
on a mountain watching the sunset. 
Remember: An emotional breakdown 
won’t help you out of a jam - all it will 
do is raise your blood pressure! 

One of the best ways to prevent a 
major meltdown is by not letting 
stress build up in the first place. I’m 

more likely to let the pressure get  
to me when I feel bombarded by a 
million different things. Avoid letting 
it get to that level by maintaining  
balance in your life and practicing 
regular stress-reducing techniques 
like the breathing exercises covered 
in this e-book, or by practicing  
meditation.

6. ban neGative thouGhts

There’s a positive and a negative side 
to every situation. Only you can de-
cide which you would rather dwell on. 
You can complain about the rain or 
be thankful for the lush, green grass 
and well-nourished flowers. If you 
think you live under a black cloud, 
you probably will; likewise, if you an-
ticipate positive outcomes, they’ll be 
more apt to happen. Everyone needs 
to vent once in a while-myself in-
cluded. It isn’t good to keep feelings 
all bottled up. But too much com-
plaining can be counterproductive. 
It won’t solve your problems. It won’t 
help you lose weight. And it certainly 
won’t help you turn back the clock. 

Many of us aren’t aware of our own 
negativity. Listen to yourself speak 
and try to become more conscious  
of it. Then practice turning those 
negative thoughts into positive ones.

Motivation And Inspiration
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There will be times that you’ll just feel 
like sulking and complaining. But try 
not to do it. Remember, allowing pes-
simistic thoughts to linger can put 
your health at risk!

Over the course of my life I’ve learned 
to rephrase the negatives. I’ll give you 
some examples. Then I want you to 
write down some of your main beefs 
and try rephrasing them in an op-
timistic light. This is a great mental 
exercise to do while you’re walking or 
working out! Once you get the hang 

of putting a positive spin on negative 
feelings, it should start to happen 
automatically.

Use the Old Negative/New Positive 
chart for some ways to retrain your 
outlook... And as soon as you notice 
pessimistic thoughts popping into  
our head, quash them immediately. 
Try putting a rubber band around 
your wrist and snap it whenever you 
find yourself being negative or criti-
cal. That’s my favorite trick for in-
stantly snapping out of it!

Motivation And Inspiration

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
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Motivation And Inspiration

old negative new positiveold negative new positive

iF it’s not  
onE thinG, it’s  
another.

i’m stuck in 
line...  aGain.

i’m too olD.

i’ll never look 
younGer.

it’s not 
aPProPriate 
For my aGe.

liFe is Full oF 
chAllEnGEs, 
anD with a lit-
tlE inGEnuity, 
i  can success-
Fully tackle 
each one.

i’m not GoinG 
to Get anGry 
about thinGs 
i can’t con-
trol. instEAd, 
i’ll take this 
oPPortunity 
to FidGEtcizE! 
shoulD i Do 
calF raises or 
invisible butt 
squeezes?

i’m just Get-
tinG starteD.

i may look 
oldEr, but i’m 
also wiser.

who cArEs! it’s 
more Fun to be 
silly than to 
be stoDGy anD 
borinG.

my kiDs are 
DrivinG me 
crazy.

i’m Fat

i can’t Do  
anythinG riGht.

noboDy ever 
listens to me.

my kiDs are 
smArt, Funny 
And tAlEntEd, 
anD they’re a 
Great excuse 
to exercise 
by runninG 
arounD the 
PlayGrounD 
or GoinG For a 
bike riDe. it’s 
also a Great 
way to tire 
thEm out!

i’m beautiFul 
anD on my way 
to a healthy 
new boDy.

no one’s  
pErFEct, And 
i’m DoinG the 
best that i 
can. i PreFer 
to Focus on my 
achievements 
rather than my 
Failures.

i’m in control 
anD i’m GoinG 
to make myselF 
hearD. iF they 
DiDn’t see me 
bEForE, thEy 
will now!

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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7. keeP learninG

Youth is all about growth and learn-
ing. As children, we seemed to have 
countless hours to practice the 
piano, perfect our French accent or 
read the classics. But now that we’re 
grown-ups we usually spend our free 
time paying bills, cleaning the house 
or watching TV.

Just because you’re getting older 
doesn’t mean that you should close 
the door on education experiences. 
Like all the muscles in your body, 
your mind needs regular exercise. So 
as you work to get your body in bet-
ter shape, consider how to keep your 
brain stimulated and sharp - it will 
keep you interesting, too!

Check out your community college 
or local activity center for courses. 
Study Italian while saving up for a 
trip to Italy. Take up a new hobby like 
painting, pottery, woodcarving or 
cooking. Read one worthwhile book a 
month or - one of my favorite moti-
vators - download a biography or an 
educational podcast and only allow 
yourself to listen when you do your 
daily walks!

8. Don’t take thinGs Personally

Other people are going to say and do 
things that hurt your feelings, either 
out of jealousy, stupidity or (some-
times) because they had a little too 
much to drink. It sounds cliched, but 
it isn’t you, it’s them. People usually 
say mean things out of insecurity or 
unhappiness. So rather than waste 
your time wondering what’s wrong 
with you, try to shrug it off and, if you 
can, steer clear of that person for a 
little while. If you do start to feel up-
set or angry, take a few deep breaths 
or go for a walk - it’ll help calm you 
down. Whatever happens, don’t stoop 
to their level. Always be the bigger 
person - and don’t lose your sense of 
humor!

9. liE About your AGE - At lEAst 
to yoursElF!

As you age, don’t use it as an ex-
cuse to slow down and stop trying. 
Continually challenging yourself can 
be good both physically and men-
tally.  Pretending that you’re 10 years 
younger - even if it’s just in your own 
head - can help eliminate those old-
age excuses that may be holding you 
back. You have nothing to lose, and 
lots of rich, meaningful experiences 
to gain.

Motivation And Inspiration
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If you’ve always been the kind of per-
son who plays it safe, it’s never too 
late to learn to develop a sense of 
adventure. Some of the greatest re-
wards in life include some measure 
of risk. You’re the only one who loses 
if you’re unwilling to step outside of 
your comfort zone. Don’t let your de-
sire to be comfortable outweigh your 
desire to live a full, vibrant life!

10. laugh and have Fun!

There is nothing like fun and laughter 
to get you through the tough times 
and to remind you of the joy that sur-
rounds you. So take time to be silly - 
tell jokes, throw a Frisbee, fly a kite or

pay the toll for the person in the car 
behind you. Try to have at least one 
good belly laugh every day. All this 
play is powerful: Many experts say 
that it can boost your immune system 
and help keep your body disease-free.

You’re not the only one who will ben-
efit from a little lightheartedness. So 
will everyone around you - from your 
kids to your parents to the guy who 
sells you a bottle of water each morn-
ing. Smile and you are guaranteed to 
get a smile in return. Enthusiasm is 
infectious. Happiness and a positive 
attitude are gifts you can pass along - 
so get out there and start giving!

Motivation and Inspiration
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Keep It Going

For some of you, the healthy  
suggestions in this e-book to stay  
fit and fabulous after 40 will be easy 
to implement. Some of you may 
struggle. Whenever you’re having 
trouble, try the mental trick that I use 
whenever I’m on the verge of doing 
something unhealthy. For instance, 
if I’m tempted to eat a big serving of 
fries, or skip a workout only because 
I am not “feeling it,” I ask myself, 
“Would I want my daughters to do 
this?” The answer is usually no, which 
puts things into perspective and 
serves as an excellent motivator to 
choose the healthy option.

It’s easy to put off making positive 
changes until tomorrow or the next 
day. But the longer you wait to ditch 
those bad habits, the less likely you 
are to do it. By delaying, you’ll only 
create bigger problems for yourself 
and prolong the negative feelings 
that you have about your body. You’ll 
miss out on opportunities for adven-
ture that begin with taking charge of 
your life and your health.

Good health is more valuable than 
money. It’s worth more than a fancy 
car or an expensive piece of jewelry. 
I’m not saying that it’s wrong to want 
financial success and all of its

rewards. But it shouldn’t come at 
the cost of your physical health and 
well-being. After all, what good is it to 
be the richest person on the block if 
you’re too sick or tired to enjoy it?

Putting your health and happiness 
higher on your agenda isn’t selfish - 
it’s better for everyone around you. If 
you’re still feeling guilty about spend-
ing time on you, have an honest chat 
with yourself. Wouldn’t your husband 
love to see you fitter and healthier 
even if he has to give up home-
made desserts? Wouldn’t your kids 
be happy if you hiked and biked with 
them instead of keeping your house 
as clean as a Hollywood set? You’ll be 
teaching them to take care of their 
bodies by your good example.

As you move forward I want you to 
notice and appreciate every one of 
your accomplishments. When you 
pass on the donuts during a break-
fast meeting at work, give yourself a 
pat on the back and say, “That was 
easy, and I can do this!” Whether you 
complete your first one-mile walk 
or conquer a 40-mile bike ride, note 
how good you feel afterward - and 
remember that feeling the next time 
you consider skipping a workout.

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
https://www.facebook.com/DeniseAustin/
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Keep It Going

Occasionally reward yourself with a 
non-edible treat such as a new exer-
cise outfit or a candle. You deserve it!

Education and growth are essential 
to turning back the clock, so don’t 
stop with this e-book! Arm your-
self with as much knowledge about 
health, fitness and nutrition as  
possible. Sign up for my weekly 
emails for more information on fit-
ness, nutrition, healthy aging and 
well-being. Or join my LifeFit 10- 
Week Plan for video workouts and a  
customized eating plan. You can 
learn more at DeniseAustin.com. Use 
whatever tools you can to help you 
stay young and healthy - no matter 
what your age! You are worth it!

Let’s get fitter, together -  
inside and out,

Credits
author Denise Austin
eDitor Kara Gonos-Collins
DesiGner David Hart
Photos Aaron McNair, Lenny Amalfi, Rowan Daly
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monDay tuesDay weDnesDay thursDay FriDay saturDay sunDay

Week 1

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 1

do it!

pAGEs 38-47

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 2

do it!

pAGEs 48-58

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 3

do it!

pAGEs 59-69

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101
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monDay tuesDay weDnesDay thursDay FriDay saturDay sunDay

Week 2

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout
challenGe 

workout

do it!

PaGe 29

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 1

do it!

pAGEs 38-47

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 2

do it!

pAGEs 48-58

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 3

do it!

pAGEs 59-69

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101
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monDay tuesDay weDnesDay thursDay FriDay saturDay sunDay

Week 3

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout
challenGe 

workout

do it!

PaGe 29

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

interval 
workout

do it!

PaGe 30

walkinG 
shoes

water

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 1

do it!

pAGEs 38-47

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 2

do it!

pAGEs 48-58

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 3

do it!

pAGEs 59-69

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101
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monDay tuesDay weDnesDay thursDay FriDay saturDay sunDay

Week 4

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout
challenGe 

workout

do it!

PaGe 29

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout
challenGe 

workout

do it!

PaGe 29

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

do it!

PaGe 28

walkinG 
shoes

water

carDio
_____

30 minutes

_____
Walking 
Workout

interval 
workout

do it!

PaGe 30

walkinG 
shoes

water

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 1

do it!

pAGEs 38-47

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 2

do it!

pAGEs 48-58

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101

45 minutes

strenGth traininG 
anD Flexibility

_____

 

_____
Strength 
Training

Workout 3

do it!

pAGEs 59-69

hanD 
weiGhts

chair

mat

_____
Flexibility 

And Balance

do it!

pAGEs 77-101
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monDay tuesDay weDnesDay thursDay FriDay saturDay sunDay

Week 1

Week 2

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

10 min 
3 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 2 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

15 min 
5 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

10 min 
3 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 2 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

15 min 
5 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 2

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 48-58

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 3

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 59-69

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 2

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 48-58

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 3

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 59-69

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 1

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 38-47

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 1

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 38-47

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

15 min 
5 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

10 min 
3 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 2 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

10 min 
3 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 2 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

15 min 
5 min warm 

up, 5 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101
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monDay tuesDay weDnesDay thursDay FriDay saturDay sunDay

Week 3

Week 4

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

20 min 
5 min warm 
up, 10 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

25 min 
5 min warm 
up, 15 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

20 min 
5 min warm 
up, 10 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

25 min 
5 min warm 
up, 15 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 2

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 48-58

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 3

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 59-69

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 2

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 48-58

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 3

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 59-69

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 1

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 38-47

strenGth 
traininG
_____

Strength 
Training

Workout 1

20 min 
do lower 

set of reps 
suggested

pAGEs 38-47

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

25 min 
5 min warm 
up, 15 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

20 min 
5 min warm 
up, 10 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

20 min 
5 min warm 
up, 10 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

carDio
_____

Walking 
Workout

basic 
workout

25 min 
5 min warm 
up, 15 min 
workout, 5 

min cooldown

PaGe 28

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101

Flexibility anD 
balance
_____

Yoga & 
Pilates 

Workouts
pAGEs 77-101
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Additional exercises to help “Stop the Clock!”

Healthy Back And Hips

Back Exercises
what you neeD: mat

back rotation: sPinal twist    3 breaths per side, 1 set    PaGe 105

Flexion:  ForwarD benD    15-30 sec hold, 2 sets    PaGe 106

back extension:  cobrA (lEvEl 1)    3 breaths, 1 set    PaGe 107

back extension:  supErmAn (lEvEl 2)    5-10 sec hold, 3 sets    PaGe 108

lateral Flexion: siDe benD    3 breaths per side, 2 sets    PaGe 109

back relaxer    30 sec hold per side    PaGe 110

Hip Openers
what you neeD: mat

stanDinG hiP oPener    15-30 sec hold per side    PaGe 112

hip opEnEr (AdvAncEd)    15-30 sec hold per side    PaGe 113

hip strEtch (AdvAncEd)    10 sec hold per side    PaGe 114

outer hiP reliever    15-30 sec hold per side    PaGe 115

Anti-Gravity Exercises

Beautiful Bust Exercises
what you neeD: hAnd wEiGhts (optionAl)

cleavaGe enhancer    8-12 reps, 2 sets    PaGe 118

bust line liFt    20-25 pulses, 1 set    PaGe 119

60-sEcond chEst dEvElopEr    10 sec hold, 3-4 sets    PaGe 120

chest stretch    10-15 sec hold, 3 sets    PaGe 121

Awesome Arms
what you neeD: hanD weiGhts

arm series    3 reps, 10 sets    PaGe 123

elbow strikes    15 reps per side, 1 set    PaGe 124

tricePs toner    8-12 reps, 2 sets per side    PaGe 125

Double arm row    8-12 reps, 1 set    PaGe 126

60-sEcond tricEps tiGhtEnEr    1-2 sec hold, 1 minute total, 1 rep    PaGe 127

neck anD shoulDer stretch    4, 15 sec holds, 1 set    PaGe 128

Extra Exercises
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Extra Exercises

Anti-Gravity Exercises (continued)

Amazing Abs
what you neeD: mat    chair    ball    towEl (optionAl)

ab reach    20 + reps, 1 set    PaGe 130

trunk stabilizer    20 reps per side, 1 set    PaGe 131

waistline trimmer    8-12 reps, 2 sets per side    PaGe 132

tummy tuck    8-12 reps, 1 set    PaGe 133

abDominal stretch    15-30 sec hold, 1 set    PaGe 135

Better Buns
what you neeD: mat    chair    weiGhts    bAll (optionAl)

tush tiGhtener    8-12 reps, 2 sets per side    PaGe 136

tush toner    5 sec hold, 3 sets    PaGe 137

buns blaster    8-12 reps, 1 set per side    PaGe 138

best buns stretch    10-15 sec hold, 1 set    PaGe 140

Lovely Legs
what you neeD: mat    Pillow    ExErcisE bAnd (optionAl)

quaDs sculPtor    8-12 reps, 1 set per side    PaGe 141

inner thiGh shaPer    8-12 reps, 1 set per side    PaGe 142

leG swinG    8-10 reps, 1 set per side    PaGe 143

inner thiGh squeeze    10-20 reps    PaGe 144

leG series    6-8 sets per leg    PaGe 146

quaD stretch    15-30 sec hold    PaGe 147
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Tracking Your Progress

Workout Log
One of the best ways to measure 
your success and stay motivated is 
to record your workouts. I’ve provided 
space for you on the next pages to 
write down the date and duration of 
each exercise session as well as de-
tails on what you did and how it felt. 
Before filling it in, I recommend mak-
ing copies of this weekly log to use 
for the next four weeks and after the 
program is over. If you miss a work-
out, be sure to note the reasons why 
you couldn’t get to it. At the end of 
each week, pat yourself on the back 
for your accomplishments! If you 
don’t achieve your goals, consider 
why. By recognizing your exercise 
obstacles, you’ll prevent them from 
getting in your way again.

Progress Photos 
Another way to track your progress is 
through photos! This is a great way to 
visually see how you are progressing. 
Follow these photo tips: 

 Take the “before” photos prior to 
starting this plan

 Take follow-up photos every  
Monday when you wake up

 Take the photo in the same place

 Take full length body shots, with 
both a front view and a side view

 Keep your position natural -  
arms to the side, feet together, 
standing straight

https://www.instagram.com/DeniseAustin/
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Tracking Your Progress

Before And After Stats
Before starting my Stop the Clock 
program, take these simple tests 
to assess your aerobic capacity, 
strength, flexibility and balance. 
Repeat the tests at the end of four 
weeks to see how far you have come.

There’s one thing that I want to clari-
fy. When we talk about losing weight, 
we’re really talking about losing ex-
cess body fat. With a combination 
of exercise and healthy eating, you 
can shed that extra flab and improve 
the shape of your body. But in this 
program, you’ll be strength-training, 
which means that as you lose fat 
you’ll be adding muscle to speed up 
your metabolism and guard your body 
against osteoporosis and other by-
products of aging. 

Since muscle weighs more than fat, 
the bathroom scale may not be an 
accurate monitor of your success. 
Rather than getting obsessed with 
the numbers, concentrate on how 

your body looks and feels - you’ll  
notice the difference when your  
dress size goes down, or when you 
make it up the stairs without huffing 
and puffing.

The most accurate way to evaluate 
your progress is to get your body fat 
measured. Many health clubs offer 
skin-fold or electronic imaging tests; 
these tests may not be 100 percent 
accurate, but they can give you an 
idea of how you’re doing in terms of 
fat loss. After a few weeks of exercise 
and good eating habits, you can get 
retested to see roughly how much 
fat you’ve managed to shed. Another 
good way to monitor your progress is 
to use a tape measure or check your 
clothes. Have you lost inches around 
your thighs and belly? Are your pants 
looser? Do your hips, thighs and  
tummy feel firmer? Remember, even 
if you’ve lost only a pound or two  
on the scale, you’ve added muscle  
and gotten rid of fat, which is your 
ultimate goal.
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There is one aerobic test to complete before you begin:  
track how far you can you walk in five minutes. You can 
use a treadmill, a fitness tracker or an app to complete this. 
Mark your stats below.

aerobic caPacity

Tracking Your Progress

Day 1 Day 28
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Strength Capacity 
There are two strength tests to complete: a push-up test 
and a crunch test. Do these before you start and then 
again when you are done with the plan.

 Rest your weight on your hands and knees, hands 
shoulder width apart, lower legs bent up at a 90-degree 
angle. (Crossing your ankles will increase your stability.)

 Your body should form a straight line from head to knees.

 Bend your elbows, lowering your body until your chest 
all but touches the floor; do not break the line of your 
body by letting your waist bend or your stomach droop.

 Raise yourself up to the starting position, extending 
your arms fully.

 See how many push-ups you can do in 1 minute and 
mark below.

thE 1-minutE push-up tEst

Tracking Your Progress

Day 1 Day 28
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Strength Capacity 
 

 Place a strip of tape on the floor.

 Lie on your back with your knees bent directly over the 
piece of tape, your feet flat on the floor.

 Press your shoulders against the floor and extend your 
arms along your sides. Your fingertips should be about 3 
inches from the tape. Place your palms flat on the floor.

 Lift your head and shoulders off the floor in a partial 
sit-up or crunch, coming up only as far as necessary for 
your fingers to touch the tape.

 Release.

 Do as many of these crunches as you can in 1 minute, 
counting each time your fingers touch the tape. Be sure 
that your shoulders touch the floor after each crunch. 
Mark your results below.

thE 1-minutE crunch tEst

Tracking Your Progress

Day 1 Day 28
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Flexibility And Balance
There are two flexibility and balance tests to complete:  
a sit-and-reach test and a one-legged test.

 

 Place a strip of tape on the floor.

 Place a yardstick perpendicular to the tape at the  
14-inch mark, with the 1-inch mark toward your body.

 Sit on the floor and extend your legs straight in front of 
you, straddling the yardstick.

 Place your heels on the floor about 5 inches apart, so 
that they just touch the near edge of the tape.

 Keeping your legs straight, reach forward, with your 
hands side by side (do not lead with one hand).

 Touch the yardstick as far away as you can.

 Reach slowly and hold; do not bounce. See how close 
you can come to touching your toes.

 Record how far you stretch below.

thE sit-And-rEAch tEst

Tracking Your Progress

Day 1 Day 28
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Tracking Your Progress

Flexibility And Balance 
 

 Stand on your right leg.

 Place your hands on your hips.

 Raise your left foot in front of you, about 6 inches off 
the floor.

 Keep your balance as long as you can without letting 
your left foot touch the floor (focusing your gaze several 
inches in front of you will help).

 Count how many seconds go by before you lose  
your balance. Mark your results below.

thE onE-lEGGEd tEst

Day 1 Day 28

note Please keep a chair nearby to hold on to in case you lose your balance.
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Workout Log 
One of the best ways to measure your success and 
stay motivated is to record your workouts. I’ve provided 
space for you to write down the date and duration of each 
exercise session as well as details on what you did and 
how it felt. Before filling it in, I recommend making copies 
of this weekly log to use for the next four weeks and after 
the program is over. If you miss a workout, be sure to note 
the reasons why you couldn’t get to it. At the end of each 
week, pat yourself on the back for your accomplishments. 
If you don’t achieve your goals, consider why. By recogniz-
ing your exercise obstacles, you’ll prevent them from  
getting in your way again.

Tracking Your Progress

Cardio Walking Workouts 
when: EvEry mondAy, wEdnEsdAy, FridAy And sundAy
lenGth: 30 minutes

Workout 1
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:

Workout 2
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:

Workout 3
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:
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Tracking Your Progress

Strength Training 
when: EvEry tuEsdAy, thursdAy And sAturdAy
lenGth: 20-30 minutEs

Workout 1
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:

Workout 2
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:

Workout 3
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:

Flexibility And Balance 
when: EvEry tuEsdAy, thursdAy And sAturdAy
lenGth: 10-20 minutEs

Yoga Workout
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:

Pilates-Inspired Workout
Date: routine: Duration:

notes:
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